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At DataTimes, our Account Executives are listening to our customers all over the United States.
They're listening to your ideas and suggestions. And we listen in person, not hundreds of miles
away at the other end of a phone, because we come to see you in your office. That's how we keep
improving our service and giving you the most in-depth competitive intelligence. By listening.
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H~NDBOOK
OF
PLASTIC
COIMPOUETDS,
AJSID RESINS
ELASTOMERS,
An International Guide by
Category, Tradename,
Composition, and Supplier
....................
Compilers and Editors: Michael and Irene Ash,
Synapse Information Resources, Inc.
p a c k e d with reliable information
you will use constantly, The Handbook of Plastic Compounds, Elastomers, and Resinsis a four-books-inone referenceguide with short, easyto-find information on over 15,000
chemical trademark products currently sold throughout the world.
The Handbook of Plastic Compounds,Elastomers,and Resinswillbe
of interest to: Plastics Technologists
Rubber Technologists
Chemical
Engineers
Materials Scientists
Compounding Technologists Plant
Management Market Researchers
Sales Personnel
Purchasing
Agents
Patent and Trademark
Specialists Consultants Industrial
and Technical Libraries.
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Free

We made it easier than ever to save, and that's a fact.
Our new catalog is filled with everything your library needs, including lower prices
on many popular items. And now you can use our brand new toll-free fax number
to place your order, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
In addition to ordering, use our toll-free fax, 1-800-835-2329,to track down hard-to-find
items through our Catalog t service, or to send bid information. It's also a fast
way to request your free copy of our catalog. A free fax line is one more way
Highsmith service and savings add up to more value for you.
Of course, there are still some things machines can't do. So when you want to talk
with a helpful human being, just call our familiar toll-free number below.

WE'VE SUCCEEDED IN
RE VERSING
OUR TRANSLATION
PROCESS
NOT ONLY DO WE PROVIDE EXPERT INTOENGLISH TRANSLATION FROM ASIAN AND
EUROPEAN LANGUAGES.. ..

.

BUT...

with our worldwide translator network, we offer culturally-sensitive intoforeign translation for your sales literature, business correspondence,
technical manuals, contracts, etc, targeting ASIA, EUROPE and LATIN
AMERICA-all produced in handsome laser fonts.
And that's not all. We edit them in-house.. ..
For years our new into-English clients have been pleasantly surprised to
receive documents translated into English with such stylistic sensitivity
that they didn't read like "translations" at all, at least not the quaint kind
they were used to seeing.
Now their European and Asian counterparts are telling them the same
thing about our into-foreign translations.
This shouldn't come as a surprise. After all, if you think about it, who
could be better equipped to edit and produce into-foreign translations
than linguists whose livelihood has exposed them constantly for over 20
years to technical documentation written in the foreign languages in
question?

Don Hank Translation Agency
3013 Main Street, 1F
Conestoga, PA 17516

6A

Phone: (717) 872-8942

Fax: (717) 872-5822
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FSIPS Gets

Down to Business
The last time you searched online for information on consumer affairs, international
commerce, minority enterprises, banking and finance, or economics, did you find
everything your senior management needed?
If you didn't search NTIS, with its coverage of U.S. and foreign government-issued
reports, you missed some useful information. Each year, NTIS adds thousands of
documents and data files on business subjects ranging from foreign direct investment
in the U S to emerging trends in energy production, finance, meat and dairy monthly
import statistics, the Japan fishery trade, health coverage in small businesses and more.
Information not found anywhere else. Information backed up b y NTIS'full online
document ordering service through your preferred online vendor.

I

For a FREE search guide, call NTIS at (703) 487-4650. Ask for the guide to BRS
(PR-831). DIALOG (PR-82%. ORBIT (PR-830). or STN (PR-837).
U S Department of C o m m e r c e
Natlonal T e c h n ~ c a li n f o r m a t ~ o nS e r v ~ c e

GPO PUBLICATIONS
FILLS
VOLUMES
OVERNIGHT DELIVERY FROM AOBC. Up
till now wa~tlngweeks for GPO publtcat~onsto

I

be dehvered was standard procedure AOBC
changed that standard wlth ourovernlght dellvery
a service ava~lablet o you at specla1 rates Even ~fyo
do not spectfy overntght AOBC sh~psyour GPO pub
l ~ c a t ~ ovn ~
s UPS
a w ~ t h i n5 davs ~nsteadof 6 to 8 weeks- the
time frame cons~deredcustbmary for GPO publ~cat~ons
with n o prepayment or depos~taccount requtred

tlons
for ~ ~I u
nI csl uGovernment
d~n
books
g
pamphlets
publ~ca
maps Congress~onalhear~ngsand
regulat~ons

ORDERING MADE SIMPLE

There 18 no easlerway to order your
GPO publtcat~onsthan through
AOBC Slmply send your purchase
order v ~ aletter telex phone FAX
computer or any way you f ~ n dmost
convenient If you do not havea GPO
stock number ava~lablelust glve AOBC
as much b ~ b l ~ o g r a p h ~ ~
c an lf o r m a t ~ o n
as w s s ~ b l eShould vou mlss reachme AOBC
dur~ngthe day FAX your order through our 24-hour iewlce
MANY SERVICES. MANY SOURCES. Not only 1s AOBC a
source for GPO publtcat~onsbut we handle all domesttc as
well as all forelgn publ~shers W ~ t h~ t sv~rtuallyl~rnttless
resources no wonder AOBC has become the p u b l ~ c a t ~ o n
source the world refers to

LlCATlON SOURCE THE WORLD REFERS TO
NI 07648 U S A

8A
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201-767-7600 FAX 201-784-0263 TELEX 882384
CLASS OnTyme AOBC OCLC 62817
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"We can be your nation of
origin serials vendor for 91%
of the titles covered by

Index Medicus. "
"Two-thirds of Index Medicus'" titles are published outside the U.S., and the 91% includes
only the titles published in the countries where
EBSCOk offices are located, not the surrounding
ones which are often served by these offices
as well. Now, you're not likely to want even
close to this number of medical titles. You may
not even subscribe to any medical titles. But
the point is that EBSCO is located virtually
everywhere in the world that your titles could
originate, no matter whether your library's collection consists of very broad or very narrow
subject areas.
"EBSCO's database includes approximately
95,000 listings for titles published outside the
U.S., and we operate 16 non-US. Regional
Offices on 5 continents. Because our offices
are staffed with knowledgeable serials profes-

winter 1992

sionals who literally 'speak the language: we
are able to maintain effective, personal contacts
with publishers throughout the world.
"With EBSCO you can choose to work with
the General Manager and serials support staff
in your region of the U.S. for all your subscription needs, knowing they have the resources
abroad to see that you receive superior service
on your non-domestic serials. Or, if you prefer
to deal directly with a nation of origin vendor,
I or any of my colleagues in EBSCO offices
around the world will be glad to work with you."
John Ben DeVette
General Manager
East Asia Regional Office
Taipei, Taiwan

International Headquarters
P.O. Box 1943
Birmingham, AL 35201-1943
(205) 991-6600

Introducing the 1992
IEEE All-Society Periodicals Package
If your library needs to subscribe to the world's
best ~eriodicalsin electronics and computing*..
...why not subsm'be at a great price?
-

IEEE periodicals are the very centerpiece of the IEEE's publishing program.
The 75 periodicals included in our All-Society Periodicals Package offer
comprehensive coverage of the major work in electrical, electronics, and
computer engineering.

Our All-Society Periodicals Package
~uthesemajor benefits:
Save about 30%
Pay only $7,995 for the 1992 Package
-save $4,069 off the combined subscription prices!

Free 1992 Index
You'll get the new 1992 two-volume
l n d e x to l E E E Publications -a value
of about $300 --&.

Save 50% on fiche
Subscribe to the Package and get
microfiche versions for only $3,998
- 50% off the low All-Society
price, and 65% below list!

Complete coverage of the field
IEEE periodicals cover every aspect of
electro-technologycompletely and
authoritatively. By subscribing to the
Package, you'll be getting the major
work in the field.

For a free brochure or to order

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.
445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, U.S.A.

J OA
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What is a MARPAT?
No, it is not a stout-bodied,short-legged marsupial
with coarse fur,a long tail, and very small ears.

ARPATS~ is the structure-

documents cited in CHEMICAL AB-

-.

that contain Markush (generic) struc- r

made in the lab) substances

Because MARPAT is on STN, you can search it in connection
with the CAS REGISTRY File of almost 11,000,000 substances.
A patent search in only REGISTRY may not be complete---MARPATsupplies the
missing link. You'll find other files on STN important for patent searching as well.
Use the same structure query in MARPAT as in other STN structure-searchable files
like REGISTRY and BEILSTEIN. No need to rebuild the query each time you search,
as you must with some online systems.
For comprehensive structure searching and retrieval. . . use MARPAT

Request your FREE poster of the MARPAT "critter." Respond now!

Yes! Please send me information about MARPAT, the CAS file of chemical patents
with Markush structures on STN International, and a MARPAT poster---FREE!

Name
T~tle

-

Organzatlon

-

Mail to: CAS
Marketing Dept. 30392
P.O. Box 3012
Columbus, OH 43210-00

U.S.A.

Address
Telephone
STN lnternatlonal soperated in Europe by FIZ Karlsruhe,in Japan, by JlCST (theJapan InforrnatlonCenter of Sc~enceand Technology).
and in North Arner~ca by CAS a div~sionof the Amercan Chern~calSoc~ety
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The New Standard of Excellence.
The moat comprehensi\.e, authoritative scientific dictionary now available.
the Academic Press Dictionary of Science and Technology offers you.
in one 1-olurne.the largest collection of scientific terms available in any
single reference source Containing complete. pract~caldefinitions for
approxun;~tely12-1.000\vor& (not counting ahhre\iations), the Dictionary
co\er; key tennmolon m 124 fields of science and techno1og.i-including
molecular I)ioiog).. computer science. physics. engmeering, chemistry.
ecolo~q-.Imhxior. geophysics. veterinary science, mathematics, astronomy,
hiotechnolo~y?,
and numeroua other fields.

Order from your local bookseller or directly from

Its Key Features Include:
Approximately 124,000 fully-defined
entries. not counting ubbretiut i o n s more than any other
scientific dictionary
0 Complete coverage of 124 fields of
science ranging from acoustics to
zoology
0 Single volume, large 8;" x ll",
double-colun~nformat
0 Cutting-edge definitions in such
dynamic fields as computer science
and biotechnology
0 More medical terms overall than
any other general scientific dictionary now available
0 Complete appendix of frequently
consulted scientific data, including
the periodic table, chronology of
science, and standard weights and
measures
h o t h e r distinctive feature of the
Dictionary is its 12i "Windows." These
boxed essays are written by leading
scientists in the field, such as Stephen Jay
Gould. Michael DeRakey, Rosalyn Yalow,
and Linus Pauling, each of whom offers
a brief introduction to his or her area
of expertise. Presenting practical, conclse
information on each discipline, the
"Widows" help make the terminology
easier to understand.

The Only Source You Need for
Scientitic Terminology
If your library, institution. or corporation
serves practicing scientist5 and professionals in any scientific field--engineers.
computer professionals. or other technical personnel; high school, college. and
graduate students; writers, researchers, or
educaton \ \ d i n g with a scientific \.oc.ab
ulav or genenl readers interested in
science--then the Academic Press
Dictionary of Science and Technology is the only scientific dictionary you
need. 'Ihe definitions are clear and
accesible to the non-specialist yet
provide all the technical mfonnation that
the specialist needs.
Set a new stanhrd of excellence by
adding the Academic Press Dictionary
of Science and Technology to your
reference collection.
It utll illcome your rrferozce of choice
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New Horizons
for lnformation Discovery
that The lnformation Navigator is the first
choice of thousands of libraries worldwide.

Leading edge libraries need leading edge
information management solutions but at a
cost-effective price.
A t the forefront of data retrieval technology is
The lnformation Navigator from IME. Fast,
simple to use, easy t o maintain and flexible in
its approach.
Compatibility with international standards from
DOS t o UNlX and MARC t o 051 guarantees

The hypertext retrieval techniques lead users to
unparalleled information discovery Intelligent
Windows provide superb authority control,
accuracy and database consistency
Naturally, everything you'd expect from IME The most advanced library and information
management system on the market.

nformation
IME - TlNLl8

IME Systems Inc.

14-16 Farringdon Lane, London, England, EC 1 R 3AU.
Tel: 071-253 1177. Fax: 071-608 3599.

990 Washington Street, Dedham. MA 02026-6790, USA
Tel: 617 320-0303. Fax: 617 320-0793.

And DistributorsWorldwide.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT FOR THE 90's
The lnfarrnatlon Nnvqator lntelllgent Windows and TlNLlB are Trade M a r k s of I M E Ltd and I M E Systems Inc

v

Scientific, Technical, Management and Reference

BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS

Borde, A. TeX BY EXAMPLE: A Beginner's Guide, (0-12-1 17650-9)
Carter, S . WOMEN AS ENTREPRENEURS, (0- 12-161755-6)
Combs, G. THE VITAMINS: Fundamental Aspects in Nutrition and
Health, (0-12-183490-5)
Ege, R. PROGRAMMING IN AN OBJECT-ORIENTED
ENVIRONMENT, (0-12-232930-9)
Israelachvili, J. INTERMOLECULAR AND SURFACE
FORCES, 2/E, (0-12-375 181-0)
Lee, K. FRACTAL ATTRACTION: A Fractal Design for the
Macintosh, Includes 80-pg manual & one floppy disk,
(0- 12-440740-4)
Nelson. P. ACTIVE CONTROL O F SOUND. (0-12-515425-9)

RESEARCH BOOKS, INC.
Serving Special Libraries for 27 Years
Post Office Box 1507, Madison, CT 06443
(203) 245-3279, FAX (203) 245-1830, Outside Connecticut call 800-445-RELY

14A
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Tnev needed an mwer in one
h'our. I found it with EPIC.

When your clients turn to you for rapid results, turn on EPIC,
OCLC's new online reference service.
The Online Union Catalog's world-wide bibliography, including
library holdings, is instantly at your command with easy-to-use searching
tools like Boolean operators, truncation, and command stacking. Ilsing
EPIC,@you can also access other databases perfectly suited to corporate
libraries, including ABI/INFORM?@PNIaand Business Dateline: pin ointing
the most current company data, new product developments, and ful -text
business news stories.
Every search request has a deadline. With EPIC as your partner, you
can be fast enough to satisfy your clients. And accurate and comprehensive
enough to satisfy yourself.

P

EPIC.The information service for libraries.
Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
6565 Frantz Road
Dublin, Ohio 43017-0702

winter 1992
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Free subscription to Bernan's
Government Publications News.

Free access to our Government Publications information service. Use our
toll-free line to inquire about any U.S.
Government book or subscription.
Free Standing Order Catalog and Subscriptions Catalog providing you with
a comprehensive listing of standing
order titles and subscription titles.
PIUS... timely UPS delivery.
The U.S. Government Printing Office
publishes some of the most important
reference books in your library. The
publications are so vital that you never
want any delay in delivery or difficulties
in acquisitions.
At Bernan, we recognize your needs.
That's why we have implemented new
payment plans with guaranteed GPO
prices. And, of course, we still provide
the same quality service that for over 35
years has made us the largest private
distributor of U.S. Government Publications.

GPO PRICES

Choose between an invoice or a deposit account.
In fact, when you open a deposit account, we'll pay shipping and handling.

16A
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ccThough
t-provoking"...
ccHigh-priority9~...
6cEngagingl..
Vnnovative and Upbeat l
''The single most useful and
informative publication I read"...

..

An American Chemical Society Publication

CHEMTECH is dedicated to serving the practical chemical disciplines,
and is a direct line to the dynamic world of bringing chemistry to the
marketplace: new ways of working, up-and-coming technologies,
important management and regulatory trends. And it's all presented in
clear, readable language.

You've read what our readers are saying ...you will hear that
same praise from your patrons. Here's how:

.--------------------------------------------------------------------

Clip and mail this coupon to start receiving CHEMTECH in your facility.
Yes. I want my patrons to have the CHEMTECH advantagel Start my subscr~ptionat
the nonmember lnstltut~onalrate of just $365*for 12 full issues.
Namenltle
Mallmg Address
Fac~llty~s Manufacturing
Academc
Government
Other
Check enclosed
Bill me
Bill company
Charge my
VlsaIMasterCard
Card #
Name on Card
Signature

American Express
Exp.
-

Telephone (614) 447-3776 Toll Free: 1-800-333-9511 (U S,and Canada) FAX (614) 447-3671
'Pr~cequoted for U S only For prices outs~dethe U S , call the Amer~canChem~calSoc~etyat !he above
numbers Offer val~dthrough December 31, 1902

Mall your order to.

American Chemical Society
Member and Subscriber Services
P.O. Box 3337
Columbus, OH 43210
6854P

The Online J o u r n a l of

New electronic medical journal that will
revolutionize the reporting of scienthc research
The Online Journal of CURRENT
will provide your
CLINICAL
TRIALS
library with immediate access to the
very latest research results-within
24 hours of their peer-reviewed
acceptance. Your library users will
have a new method of obtaining
research results faster than they've
ever been able to obtain them before.

CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS
will
report research in therapy and
diagnosis, and innovations in clinical
procedures. All clinical fields and
their subspecialties will be covered
including medicine, pediatrics,
surgery, dermatology, neurology,
and psychiatry. This new journal
will combine rigorous standards of
the most prestigious research
journals with the immediacy of
online technology, making it the first
scientific electronic journal to do so.

CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS
offers:
peer-reviewed papers selected by
Edward J. Huth, MD, former
editor of Annals of lntevnal Medicine, and his outstanding
editorial board
continuous updates-latest
findings published as often as
several times each weekor even daily
automatic notice of letters, comments, corrections, and rebuttals
received after a paper is published
typeset-quality text featuring
graphs, tables and equations
ability to scan papers by component-abstract, full text, references, or graphs-in any sequence
the reader prefers
immediate indexing of journal
contents in BIOSIS

Subscription Information
CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS

first articles online 1 April 1992

AAAS Subscription Department
Room 1155
1333 H Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005
Call (202) 326-6446

annual subscription at $110
includes unlimited free
connect time

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), publisher of the new journal,
developed the editorial content and focus for The Onhe Journal of CURRENT
CLINICAL
TRIALS;
the
technology and programming were developed by OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.

"Inthepharmaceutical business,
timeliness is critical to success.
I must address the needs of each

At Faxon I'uefound the
responsiveness I try to ofer

my own clients."
-HELENROLEN,
SENIORLIBRARIAN,ALZA RESEARCHLIBRARY

Heking you manage your world of information.
To learn more about the Faxon Company, the international
subscription agency with a commitment to quality service,
call 1 (800) 933-2966.
winter 1992
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Fmm pornography to theoloa no one 1ook;at the world like PAIS

From legal definitions of obscenity to
religious liberties in the Soviet Union, PAlS
ON CD-ROM is your window on the
world of public/social policy.
This state-of-the-artresearch tool brings
you the wealth of information from PAIS,
the acclaimed international database, all on
a single, durable compact disc.
PAlS ON CD-ROM gives you 24-houra-day access to superior quality sources
from all over the world. With ~ush-button
ease, you get far-reaching
coverage of today's most vital
topics and concerns: international trade and relations,
public health, business, law and

legislation, to name just a few. With
greater speed than ever before, you can
locate books, periodical articles,
government documents, statistical
yearbooks, and other items published
in English, French, German, Italian,
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Who Needs Controlled Vocabulary?

Whenever they search a database, how do searchers decide whether to use a
descriptor, a textword, or both? Observation of a total of 281 real-life searches
performedby 47 professionalsearchers shows that although some searchers preferred
descriptors and others textwords, the decision about which type to use depended on
each specific situation. Searchers' reasons for search-term selection revealed a set of
rules that guided their selection. The nature of a term and of a request, as well as the
searcher's personal preference, contributed to the selection of search terms, but the
number of databases required for a request, the availability and quality of the
thesaurus, and the quality of indexing were the major factors to affect search-term
selection.

Many bibliographic databases provide access with two types of search terms: descriptors from a controlled vocabulary, and
textwords for free-text searching. While some
databases cannot be searched with descriptors
because they do not have thesauri or indexing,
almost all databases can be searched with
textwords. In addition, most searchers use
both descriptors and textwords during their
professional careers.
Searchers' opinions about these types of
search terms vary: some like to search with
textwords, othersprefer to use descriptors, and
still others claim "it depends." These opinions
are certainly based on professional experience
in searching, but what is really known about
the actual behavior of searchers and the thinking processes underlying their behavior? Do
searchers generally use textwords more frequently than descriptors, or vice versa? Is the
decision whether to enter a textword or a
descriptor idiosyncratic, or is it based on rules?
What are the reasons for the selection of search
terms? Why do somesearchersprefer textwords
and others descriptors?
A study of online searching practices answered these and other questions about the
selection of search terms. The study team (the
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author with the assistance of four graduate
students) observed 47 professional searchers
as they performed their regular, job-related
searches of bibliographic databases. The
searchers, who worked in different types of
libraries and specialized in a variety of subject
areas, were asked to think out loud, and their
verbalizations of thought processes during the
search were taped. Each searcher was observed for approximately five searches, for an
overall total of 281 searches. In analyzing
these searches,the study team identified each
case in which a searcher selected a descriptor
or textword and investigated the reasons that
led to the selection. These analyses revealed
general rules that explain the selectionof search
terms. Highlights from the study's findings are
presented here, and a detailed description is
available elsewhere.

'

What Type of Search Term Is Best?
Even though some of the study's searchers
preferred to use textwords and others descriptors, the answer is: the decision about
which type of search rerm to use depended in
each case on the specific situation. Various
findings of the study substantiate this answer.
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The Selection Routine
The most clear evidence for this answer is a
decision tree, called the Selection Routine,
that emerged from analyzing and consolidating all the search terms selected by the study's
searchers.ThisRoutineshowswhen thesearchers decided to use textwords and when to use
descriptors. In other words, it illustrates specific situations and the preferred choice in
each of these situations.
For example, the SelectionRoutine describes
what searchers did when the only descriptor
they could find for a term was broader in
meaning than the term itself. Consider a case
in which the only descriptor that could be
entered for ducks was WATER BIRDS (This
example was created by the author for illustrative purposes and is not an actual search observed in the study. All such examples are
marked with an asterisk).
Here, the choice was between entering the
term as a textword or entering the broader
descriptor. The Selection Routine explains
that if the term was well defined and suitable
for textword searching (as ducks most likely
is), and if the user wanted just a few items
about the topic, entering the term as a textword
was probably the best choice. If,however, the
term was not suitable for free-text searching,
or if the user did not want to miss any item
(high recall search), searchers entered the descriptor. In fact, the Routine shows that there
was another option. If the user was interested
in a high precision search, that is, the user
wanted to see only a few highly relevant citations and recall was of no importance, some
searchers used the combination of textword
and descriptor, ducks and WATER BIRDS.
This formulation retrieved only articles indexed under WATER BIRDS, that is, those
that were about the birds, and selected among
them those that mentioned ducks.
Another example from the Selection Routine is the case where searchers could not find
a descriptor to represent a term. The most
direct solution was to search the term as a
textword, but there wereother options: searchers could probe indexing or enter the term as a
descriptor anyway. According to the study's
searchers, it was best to enter the term as a

textword when: (a) the patron wanted very
specific retrieval, or (b) the term itself was
very well-defined, that is, an "ideal" textword,
or (c) the term appeared in titles and abstracts
of relevant citations, or (d) previous attempts
to use related descriptors resulted in poor retrieval.
If none of these conditions existed, searchers probed indexing. They entered a combination of textwords and then examined the indexing of relevant citations retrieved. Consider a search about students' behavior during
final examinations; the formulation of
textwords behavior and students and final
and examinations retrieved a few citations.*
All the relevant citations had the descriptor
EDUCATIONAL TESTS, thus indicating
that it was a useful descriptor. In addition, if a
term was new and had no descriptor,searchers
found it beneficial to enter it as a descriptor,
just in case it had recently been added to the
thesaurus. Similarly,if a term was a descriptor
in a number of databases, searchers sometimes
entered it as a descriptor without knowing if it
was adescriptor in the currentdatabase.Among
thestudy searches,enteringterms as descriptors
that way was successful more frequently than
one would have expected.
The Selection Routine describes 21 situations of this sort, and thus provides a comprehensive array of reasons for the selection of
search terms. It shows that term selection
depended on whether or not a term was welldefined, on how closely the descriptor described the term, on the quality of the thesaurus and indexing, and on a host of other
factors. It is beyond the scope of this article to
describe the Routine. Figure 1 displays it and
a detailed description is provided in the final
report of the study

.'

Which Type Is Used Most Commonly?
Another way to investigate which type of
search term was preferred by searchers is to
determinewhichonewas used most frequently.
If one type of search term was preferred, one
would expect this type to be used more frequently than the other, given the large sample
of searches. The study showed that of a total of
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3,189 search terms, searchers selected 1,607
descriptors and 1,582 textwords. Thus, even
though some searchers used more textwords
than descriptors, and others selected descriptors more frequently, overall, it averaged out.
To find out to what extent searchers' individual preferences affected the selection of
search terms, we analyzed the reasons searchers gave when they selected search terms.

lection of search terms is based primarily on
the specific situation and that no one type of
search term is always superior to the other.

Why Some Prefer Textwords and Others
Descriptors

Reasons for the Selection of
Search Terms

Since no one type of search term is superior,
why do searchers have personal preferences in
this area? This question was not easy to answer. Several approaches proved unfruitful
before the answer began to emerge.

Their reasons can be divided into three
groups: request-related,database-related,and
searcher-related.Request-related reasons are
those that stem from the nature of the specific
request being searched. For example: "the
request has a relatively large number of concepts," "high recall (or precision) is needed,"
"the term appeared in titles and abstracts of
relevant articles," "the term was added while
online," or "the term is specific and welldefined."
Examples of database-related reasons are:
"I need to search several databases," "I don't
trust the descriptors and/or the indexing," or
"the thesaurus is not available."
Searcher-related reasons,on theother hand,
are individual tendencies and beliefs that
searchers used to explain their selection of
search terms. For example: "I prefer to use
descriptors," "the use of textwords increases
recall," "if a term is well-defined, there is no
need to use descriptors," "terms suggested by
users are the best for retrieval," or "I prefer to
start with textwordsand then check for descriptors.''
An examination of these categories revealed
that the most dominant were database-related
reasons (48% of all reasons), with requestrelated next (32%),and searcher-related reasons last (20%).That is, 80percentof the time,
searchers decided whether to enter a textword
or a descriptor based on the attributes of the
database they were searching or on the requirements of the request. Their personal preference for a particular type of search term
played a very minor role.
These findings show clearly that the se-

Searchers' Reasons
To answer this question we looked first at
the searchers' explanations for their selection
of search terms. They offered three main arguments to explain a personal preference for one
type of search term: (a) the use of textwords
increases recall; (b) the use of descriptors
increases precision; and (c) terms entered during onlineinteractionarebound to be textwords.
A close examination revealed, however, that
actual searching behavior did not conform
with these beliefs.
Searchers used either textwords or descriptors to increase recall, depending on the
specific conditions. Similarly, precision was
increased with textwords or with descriptors.
For example, to increase recall some searchers
added textword synonyms, but others entered
a broader descriptor with all its narrower terms
("explode" or "cascade"). Similarly, at times
they increased precision by using the descriptor, EDUCATIONAL TESTS, rather than
the textword,examination; the textwordcombined with thedescriptor,ducksand WATER
BIRDS,resulted in higherprecision than when
the descriptor alone was entered.
To further test the prevalent belief that the
use of textwords increases recall, we measured
the correlation between two variables: "recall
tendency" and "textwords ratio." Recall tendency was defined as the degree to which
recall was of concern in a search. This was
measured by the percent of search-strategy
modifications that were aimed at increasing
recall. Textwords ratio is the number of
textwordsdividedby the total number of search
terms.
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The working assumption was that if searchers acted on the belief that the use of textwords
always increasedrecall,then searchesin which
recall needed to be improved would show a
relatively high use of textwords. The statistical
test between these two variables, however,
showed no significant correlation. These conclusive results emphasize the point that both
textwords and descriptors are important for
the improvement of retrieval, whether for
higher recall or for better precision.
Another of the searchers' arguments for
selecting textwords was that terms entered
during the session at the terminal are bound to
be mostly textwords. Here again, this belief is
not supported by the results of the study.
Searchers explained the selection of both
textwords and descriptors with the reason that
the term was entered while online.
Here too, a statistical test reaffirmed the
conclusion. The working assumption here was
that searches in which the search strategy was
changed a relatively large number of times
should include a higher textwords ratio than
searches with only a few strategy modifications. The variables textwords ratio and number of strategy modifications, however, do not
correlate. That is, while online, searchers may
add textwords they spot in titles or abstracts, or
they may use descriptors assigned to relevant
citations.
These analyses show, then, that searchers'
stated reasons for their preferences of search
terms are not borne out by their actual searching behavior. Is it possible, then, that a preference for textwords or descriptors is a matter of
individual searching styles?
Individual Searching Styles
To test this idea we defined several variables
that describe individual searching behavior,
such as the average number of search terms
selected by a searcher per search, the average
number of search modificationsper search, the
average number of search terms selected without consulting a thesaurus, the average number of databases searched per request, or the
subject area in which a searcher specializes.
We then tested the association between these
variables and the average textwords ratio per
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search for a searcher. Such statisticaltests can
show what characteristics are common to
searcherswhoprefer textwordsand those common to descriptor searchers.
Results showed that most variables do not
correlate with textwords ratio. For example,
searchers who typically usedmore searchterms
than their peers, or those who modified their
strategies most frequently, did not use
textwords more frequently than others. There
were, however, two exceptions: the subject
area and the number of databases.
Subject Area
Statisticalanalyses showed that the variable
of searcher's subject area correlates significantly with textwords ratio. On the average,
the percentage of textwords used by searchers
in each subject area is as follows:
Textwords Ratio
Subject area
for a Searcher
Medicine
34%
Social sciences and humanities
39%
No subject specialty
57%
Science and technology
76%
Science searchers used textwords more frequently than any other group of searchers. At
first glance, this finding seems obvious. It is
commonly believed that searches in the scientific literature do not require the use of descriptors because the scientificterminology itself is
specific and well-defined. But this argument is
not a valid explanation for the finding in this
case, given the difference between science and
medical searchers. Medical terminology is
scientific terminology, and there is no evidence to assume that it is less specific or welldefined than other scientific terminologies.
Yet, science searchers used textwords more
than twice as frequently as medical searchers.
This distinction between medical and science searchers becomes even sharper when
one examines the rate of thesaurus neglect in
those subjects, that is, the ratio of textwords
entered without consulting a thesaurus. Like
textwords ratio, the rate of thesaurus neglect
correlates significantly with the subject area,
and the averages are revealing:

Subject area

Rate of
Thesaurus Neglect

Medicine
Social sciences and humanities
No subject specialty
Science and technology

0%
13%
29%
32%

No medical searcher entered a textword
without checking a thesaurus first, but 32
percent of the textwords entered by science
searchers were not checked in a thesaurus.
Theseresultswere interesting. They showed
that science searchers used more textwords,
but they did not support the most common
explanation that the reason lies in the nature of
the scientific language. Further explorations
revealed that the reason for a preference of one
type of search term lies partly in the number of
databases that are usually required for a request and partly in the quality and availability
of thesauri and indexing.
Number of Databases
Statistical analyses revealed that the average number of databases a searcher used per
search correlates significantly with textwords
ratio. That is, searcherswho habitually searched
several databases for a request used more
textwords than searchers who used a single
database. Similar association was found between the rate of thesaurus neglect and number
of databases. This indicates that the larger the
number of databases to be searched per request, the more likely it is for a searcher to
neglect a thesaurus.
This result can partially explain the difference between science and medical searchers.
On the average,a medical search required 1.33
databases, while a search of the scientific
literature required 2.64 databases. That is,
science searchers have to have used twice as
many databases as did medical searchers, and
therefore, they used textwordsmore frequently
than their peers.
On the surface,the association between number of databases and textwords ratio seems
almost trivial: a search that spans a number of
databases is likely to include more textwords
than descriptors because it is time consuming
to consult thesauri and look for descriptorsfor

each database. For the same reason, searchers
who usually search a number of databases for
each request are likely to develop a habit of
neglecting to consult a thesaurus and of using
more textwords than descriptors.
Because the number of databases seems to
bean important factor in the selection of search
terms, it is important to see that this factor is
also one of the reasom for developing a personal preference for a certain type of search
term. Searchers are free to choose whether to
enter textwords or descriptors,but the number
of databases to search for a request is determined by thedistributionofinformation among
the databases; it is a given. Undoubtedly, a
searcher who prefers to use textwords would
move from one database to another more easily than one who preferred to use descriptors.
But even a textwords searcher would change
databases only when it is required for the
success of a search, while a searcher who
habitually has to search a number of databases
for each request would likely develop a habit
of neglecting to consult a thesaurus and of
prefemng to use textwords.
The conclusion that having to search a number of databases may cause a searcher to neglect toconsult a thesaurus and to use textwords
is supported by additional evidence. Among
the database-related reasons that were given
for the selection of textwords, the reason "I
had to perform a multi-database search" was
mentioned 20 percent of the time.
Quality and Availability of Thesauri and
Indexing
The findingsthus far show that a person who
habitually searches a number of databases is
likely to neglect to consult a thesaurus and to
use textwords. Does it mean, then, that a person who searches only a few databasesis likely
to consult a thesaurus and use descriptorsmost
of the time? In other words, are there any other
reasons why searchersprefer to use textwords?
To answer this question we examined the
reasons given by searchers for neglecting to
consult a thesaurus. There were 803 instances
in which searchers neglected to consult a thesaurus. Of these instances, 57 percent (461
instances) wererelated to thedatabasesearched.
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The database-related reasons given for neglecting a thesaurus are as follows:
Reason for
Neglecting a Thesaurus

Don't trust the thesaurus
or the indexing
The term would not be
in the thesaurus
Had to perform a
multi-database search
Had no access to the
relevant thesaurus
Total database-related
reasons

Times

129 (28%)
107 (23%)
117 (25%)
108 (24%)

consult a thesaurus because most of the time
they use one database which they perceive to
be of high quality: MEDLINE. Thus, even
when they search other databases, they first
consult the thesaurus. On the other extremeare
science searchers who, for each request, routinely search a number of databases and who
work with some that do not have thesauri
available or that have thesauri and indexing of
poor quality. Social science and humanities
searchers still use significantly more descriptors than do science searchers because of
terminological difficulties and because of the
limited number of databases they can search.

461 (100%)

Who Needs Controlled Vocabulary?
Thesaurus availability and quality are important factors in the selection of search terms.
Thesauri of poor quality or limited availability
encourage searchers to enter textwords without checking first whether or not appropriate
descriptors exist. Thus, even a person who
searches only a few databases may avoid consulting a thesaurus and may prefer to use
textwords if the thesauri in question are of poor
quality or unavailable.
To verify that the opinions searchers have
about the "quality" of a thesaurus or indexing
are solid, rather than just an individual
searcher's idiosyncratic notion, we measured
the textwords ratio and the rate of thesaurus
neglect for each database. Because the databases in the study were selected by the study's
searchers,rather than in a random fashion, we
cannot generalize the results. Nevertheless,
these ratios suggest the hypothesis that databases, their thesauri, and indexing acquire a
"reputation" among searchers: Some are typically searched using descriptors, and for the
others, those that are searched most commonly
with textwords, searchers often do not bother to
check the thesaurus. If proven valid, this hypothesis will show that some thesauri are highly
regarded and heavily used, while others are
unattractive and therefore commonly ignored.
Taken together, the results of this study
show that preference for type of search term is
affectedpartly by the searching experience of
the individual. Medical searchers are the least
likely to prefer textwords or to neglect to
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Personal preference aside, the benefit of
controlled vocabu
has been questioned
numerous times2* Because the creation
and use of controlled vocabularies is very
labor-intensive,it has been claimed that thesauri are not cost effective. To date, however,
no study has proven this claim.' While the
study reported here does not prove the opposite (that is, that thesauri are cost effective), it
clearly proves the importance of controlled
vocabularies to searching.
The important role of thesauri and indexing
is manifested by the rate at which searchers
consulted thesauri and the rate at which they
foundand useddescriptors.Thestudy'ssearchers consulted thesauri for 75 percent of the
search terms they selected; and 80 percent of
the times they consulted a thesaurus, they
selected a descriptor. Further, almost half of
the times a descriptor was selected,it matched
the request term exactly. In addition, as reported earlier, 50 percent of all the terms
entered were descriptors.Thus, searchersmade
heavy use of thesauri and descriptors. Differently put, eliminating controlled vocabulary
would have prevented the searchers from having a choice three quartersof the time and from
entering their preferred choice of search term
half of the time.
This popular vote for controlled vocabulary
is reinforced by another of the study's findings. An important purpose of an index language is to control for synonyms. Using
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textwords, searchers themselves are supposed
to control for synonyms: each concept in a
request should be represented by a number of
synonyms ORed together. Study results indicate, however, that searchers who entered
mostly textwords used, on the average, the
same number of search terms as those who
entered mostly descriptors. This finding suggests that often searchers who prefer textwords
do not compensate for the lack of vocabulary
control by using synonyms. This implies that
while theoretically possible, synonym control
during online searching is not practical. Controlled vocabularies, therefore, serve as the
main vehicle for synonym control.
Because thesauri prove to be extremely beneficial to online searching,it is useful to examine what could be done to promote their use.
The results of this study clearly show that
better quality and availability as well as support for multi-database searching are likely to
increase the use of controlled vocabularies.
However, while some improvements could be
introduced right away, others require additional research and development.
At present, there are no technical barriers to
makingthesaurimoreeasily available. The availability of thesauri is totally in the hands of
database producers and search-system vendors.
Searchers will use thesauri if they can afford
them. In reality, many printed thesauri are expensive, and searching them online is often
more expensive than searching the database.
The quality of thesauri is a more complex
issue. Some thesauri were put together sloppily and their deficiencies are easy to detect.

For others, however, it is not known as yet
what specific problems searchers have with
them or with the databases' indexing. Because
it is clear that higher quality standards in
thesauri and indexing are required, it is important to begin studying specific deficiencies
searchers find in existing systems. Only with
such studies will it be possible to develop
standards to improve the quality of thesauri
and indexing.
Lastly, assistance in multi-database searching will be available when switchinglanguages
are developed and widely used. While still
experimental, these languages facilitate the
"translation" of the vocabulary of one thesaurus into another, and the vocabulary of a
searcher into the vocabulary of a designated
thesaurus. Having a switching language as a
component of an "intelligent" interface, a
searcher, using only a few keystrokes, would
be able to display for each database the descriptors that represent a request term.6 There
are still unsolved problems in the construction
of such languages,but a few large-scaleprojects
are under way. The National Library of Medicine, for example, is constructing the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS).
To conclude, this study shows that both
textwords and descriptors are necessary for
quality searching. While several future developments could significantly improve retrieval from online databases, the most immediate improvement is for databaseproducers
and search-system vendors to provide easy,
flexible, and inexpensive access to thesauri.
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Retrospective Catalog Conversion in
Mid-Sized Law Libraries:
Some Practical Guidelines For Automation
by Robert E. Riger
This article will attempt to discuss retrospective catalog conversion (the process of
converting a library collection from a book or card catalog to an online or computerized
format), in practical, rather than technical terms. It will describe the process from
scratch (i.e, without benefit of a shelf list). Issues that have not received extensive
exposure elsewhere will be treated here. They include: pre-planning, inventorying
(including sample worksheets), and labor and manpower considerations.

Reasons for Retrospective Conversion
Why consider a retrospective conversion?
The answer lies with the condition of the
existing system. Can information be located
quickly, and is that information current and
accurate? Is there a consistent format(whether
standardized or "home-cooked")? If the answers to these questions are negative, retrospectiveconversion offers a viable alternative
to patching up the existing system.
Retrospective conversion offers several attractive features for mid-sized libraries with
staffing constraints. These include:
Availability of computerized records for
most standard titles through Library of
Congress bibliographic output. This
eliminates the need for labor-intensive
original cataloging.
Standardized records reduce the chance
of error or inconsistency, while allowing
the library to customize to meet its own
needs.
Copy Cataloging Services (e.g.,
MARCIVE, UTLAS, and SOLINET)
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search and match titles, dramatically reducing time and costs. In addition, these
services can also provide spine labels
and book card and pocket labels, further
reducing time and labor costs.
Computercapabilitiesfor freetext searching.
Remote access capabilities for searching
or retrieving through a network configuration.
Moderate on-going costs. Copy services
can cost less than $2 per record.
However,before alibrary ecstatically rushes
into a conversion, some cautionary words are
in order. First of all, it is a misconception to
believe that automation will magically reduce
the department's work load. Instead, automation should be viewed as a means to increase
efficiency, manage costs, improve library services and management, and remedy breakdowns or shortcomings of existing manual
systems. It can require a tremendous amount
of planning and work, including preparing the
staff for a radical change in their work.
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This said, the discussion can continue.

Pre-Planning
Pre-planning is vital to an automation. It
enables the staff to closely view the existing
system and how it operates. It provides time to
define the parameters of the automation, acquire the necessary technological and psychological background to meet the challenges,
and devise an effective strategy for implementation. In addition, sound pre-planning can
uncover potential problems before they turn
into unpleasant surprises.
The steps for pre-planning are:
Assessing the existing system-physically examine the collection to determine the number of unique titles, the
number of titles that can be weeded out,
and the percentage of "problem" titles
that may require original cataloging.
Determining theautomation budgetthe extent of the automation (e.g., firmwide, department-wide), the role of the
library, and the availability of existing
hardware and software.
Evaluating the staffdetermine how
many people will be available, their level
of computer and cataloging expertise,
how much training will be necessary,
and the impact of the conversion on everyday duties. This evaluation is crucial
for mid-sized libraries with small staffs.
Determine who will use the system-is
the system for the library staff or a special user group (e.g., attorneys), or both?
What are their levels of computer and
catalog literacy? Again, the answers will
help determine the choices of software,
the necessity of a search interface, and
the design of the eventual database.
Research and networking-read available literature on this subject. Contact
friends,colleaguesand local professional
associationsto get feedbackonindividual

experiences with conversion, with software products, and with specific vendors
and their representatives. Attend seminars, product demonstrations, and software user group meetings.
Draw up short and long-term wish
lists--refer to your notes and chart all the
advantages and disadvantages of the existing system. Then draw up wish lists
for both short- and long-term objectives
for the new online system.

Selection of Software
This articlecannotprovide an indepth evaluation of all the software products on the market, nor can it offer product endorsements or
recommendations. What it can do is offer
helpful suggestions to libraries to enable them
to make decisions. These suggestions are contained below:
Contact vendors-armed with notes, wish
lists and a directory of software vendors,
set up interviews.
Get a feel for the vendor-at the interview level, see how easy it is to communicate.
Outline expectations in the softwarefrom the wish lists, summarize system
capacity and response time requirements,
the number of potential users, and the
number of access terminals. (Allow for
growth, so calculate both present and
future needs.)
Separate the essential system features
from the merely desirable ones in the
wish list. Allow for a realistic degree of
flexibility, otherwise options will become too narrow.
Determine costs of the system. Application software costs should be provided
for both single user and multiuser packages. Vendors should break down costs
of both required functional features and

optional modules, adapters, or features
that are desired but not required. Delivery and installation costs shouldbe clearly
explained, as should training, programming andcustomer supportcosts.Charges
for delivery and installation should also
be enumerated.
In addition to initial costs, on-going
expenses also have to be considered.
These include: hardware and software
maintenance, additional equipment,
transaction fees, service contracts, staffing needs (including inventorying and
dataentry, etc.), supplies, andconversion
services. These fees should be separated
and spelled out clearly.
Evaluate the appropriateness of the proposed system. The proposed system
should be large enough to adequately
handle the library's requirements. It
should be expandable enough to handle
reasonable growth and be cost-efficient.
Determine product reliability and customer support. Check the "track record,"
the vendor's list of references and product reviews in journals.
Determine the ability to upgrade and
enhance the system so that it can keep
pace with technological change. This
m e a s that the system should be able to
adequately meet the library's needs if
additional terminals, storage or configurations are needed.
Get a written proposal from the final
vendor candidates. It should include the
type of operation to be automated, a
description of the library and its parameters of operation, which features are required and which are merely desirable,
definitions of terminology, policies and
procedures, terms of pay ment, hardware
and software maintenance, site preparation and scheduling, training, documentation, and customer service.
Construct a cost-benefit analysis of the

finalists.
Meet with management and technical
groups to discuss goals, cost projections,
constraints, and in-house technological
limitations. Discuss results of cost-benefit analysis.
Make a decision.

Inventorying the Collection
After choosing the software package, the
real conversion process begins. In the case of
a library converting without benefit of a shelf
list (either the shelf list is nonexistent, incomplete, or inaccurate),the first step should be to
conduct an inventory of the collection. Generally, for mid-sized libraries, the collection is
small enough to physically inspect each title.
This method allows the library to select for
inputting only those titles that it deems relevant, thereby controlling the work-flowprior
to conversion. It also enables the library to get
a good idea of the number of titles that will
require special processing.
The inventory process is generally viewed
as a mindless task that "anyone" can perform.
This notion is seriously flawed, since sloppy
or inaccurate inventorying can lead to senseless delay, useless information, lost or incomplete records, and increased costs.
Therefore, it is highly recommended that
the library should use the services of a reputable library "temporary help" service. These
services often are familiar with automation,
and can provide helpful assistance in addition
to skilled and experienced workers. Their
workers are not distracted by other library
tasks (e.g., answering phones, photocopying,
etc.), and can be a potential source for other
aspects of the automation (i.e., data entry).
Once the staffing issue has been resolved,
the library must prepare worksheets for properly recording information for transmittal to
conversion services. These sheets should contain a standardized identifying code for each
title (i.e., LCN, ISBN, or ISSN), brief
bibliographical information (i.e., author, title,
edition), location, and photocopies of the title
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and verso pages. A sample of an inventory
worksheet can be found in Appendix A.

MARC Sources
After completing the inventory, the library
conversion team should meet with the vendor1
consultant to access the results of the inventory
and select the source or sources to be used for
obtaining MARC records.
As mentioned earlier, a mid-sized law library is faced with several constraints in automating a catalog. These include limited and
often sporadic acquisitions and ongoing cataloging, budget, and staff shortages. Services
such as OCLC,RLIN,and the LC retrospective
file can often be cost prohibitive for libraries
(fees starting at several thousands of dollars).
Onlinereference sources, such as BRS, Dialog
and OCLC, are often expensive, and records
can be cumbersome to convert.
A better choice may be the purchase of
MARC records from a retrospective conversion service (e.g., MARCIVE, SOLINET).
Thesesourcesare cheaper (about$2per record)
and requireless in-house labor. (Someof these
services even provide such add-ons as data
entry, original cataloging,and spineand pocket
labels.) Criteria for choosing one vendor over
another include how the vendor's database
compares in size and subject to the library's
holdings; the cost, turnaround, selection and
pricing of add-ons, the level of customer support; and the delivery format options (i.e.,
diskette or tape).
The procedure for transmitting inventory
records to and from the copy cataloging service is generally quite easy. First, the library
chooses a service and supplies a profile of its
specificationsand requirements. (Thisincludes
any specialoradd-onfeatures,tirneconstraints,
etc.) Next, afterreviewingthe inventory sheets
for duplication or errors, the library selects
those records that it wants to convert, and
sends them to the servicein either hard copy or
disk format. (Inexpensive software packages
are available to record the identifying codes,
and then transmit these codes either via modem or mail to the services.) Upon receipt, the
service matches each record against its own
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MARC database. Then the records are downloaded to the disk or tape as specified, along
with any add-ons and shipped to the library for
editing and processing.

Converting the Records
If the library has chosen a pre-designed
software package, there will be very little
control over defining a database structure. If,
on the other hand, the library has chosen a
package thatpermitscustomization,moreplanning and programming will be required. For
programming, enlist the aid of the vendor, but
be prepared for old-fashioned trial and error.
In either case, the database should contain
fields for standard bibliographic information.
These should include a sequential i.d. number,
a call number, title, subtitle, author, edition,
publication, subject,addedentry,ISBN/ISSN/
LCCN, holdings, and location fields. These
fields should be indexed, searchable,and sortable.
Depending on the software, there will either
be a built-in MARC interface or an optional
MARC adapter available for capturing MARC
fields and coordinating them with the fields set
up in the database structure. This is done by a
mapping process. The main software vendor,
the interface vendor, and the copy catalog
service may all be able to provide assistance
with the mapping process.
Once the mapping process is in place, importing of records can begin. If the MARC
records are received from the sourceson floppy
disks, they can be batch processed. It is a good
idea to create an interim file to view and spot
check the records before sending them directly
to the catalog.

Post-Conversion Issues
The three major issues that concern the
library after the loading of the MARC records
are: 1) reviewing and fine-tuning the catalog;
2) handling the non-hits (i.e., those records
that the conversion source couldn't match);
and 3) setting up the Public Access Catalog.
Each will be discussed below.

Reviewing the catalog-the library
should examine the catalog for duplicate
entries, odd or mismatched titles, open
entries that have been inadvertently cataloged as unique titles, and subject headings or added entries that have to be
altered or shortened. This can be done by
printing all or part of the catalog, and
then correcting the record from the printout prior to keystroking the changes.
The second step of fine-tuning should
consist of assigning a location for each
record. Here, the information contained
in the inventory sheets can prove to be
extremely useful for this purpose.
Mismatchesand non-hits-mismatched
records shouldbe resubmitted to the copy
catalog service for rechecking. Non-hits
should be reviewed to determine relevancy.
After reviewing the non-hits, separate
the records into groups according to problem (e.g., those needing original cataloging, those requiring more flexible search
options). Then discuss the results with the
software vendor representative/consultant to determinethe next course of action.
Another interesting option would be
for local software users groups to share
resources through database record exchanges. This could significantly reduce
the time, expense, and possible duplication involved in hunting down problem
titles. (This exchange can be on a "quid
pro quo" or reduced cost basis.)
Settingup the Public Access Catalog-a
public catalog is very often the goal of a
retrospectiveconversion.Dependingon the
software used, the public catalog can either
be part of the turnkey system, or a separate
add-on search interface. In either case, the
data originates from the catalog utilized by
the library staff (the differences between
the two being cost, flexibility in design,and
programming requirements).
Whether the library has a built-in version,or whether it purchases an add-on,it is
still faced with the problem of designing a

system that will be both easy to use and
precise enough to retrieve documents without complete bibliographic information.
Remember, the library must accommodate
users that are faced with two intimidating
issues at oncelearning an alien catalog
language and learning a computer system
with boolean comectors,keyword searches,
and truncation.
The library should consider the following solutions to ease the transition to
an operational Public Access Catalog:
a) Devisea search system whereby the
most casual user can have the capacity
to search any word, whether it is contained in the title, author, or subject
fields. This system should allow
searches involving combinations or
alternative terms (i.e., searches involving AND or OR connectors) to be
easy and painless.
b) Post instructions both in hard copy
<i,rominentlynear the terminal) and online, with explanatory messages, options and prompts, error detection,search
assistance,and online tutorials.

Conclusion
In order to make the conversion successful,
the library must effectively market the system
to the staff and end users. Some marketing
tools are:
1. Advertising the conversion in available
newsletters.

2. Conducting instructional sessions for
prominent user groups (e.g., first year
associates, partners).

3. Making the system available 24 hours,
and encouraging the users to "play with
it."
4. Supplyingindividualizedbook catalogs
to the various departments so that they
can view the library holdings for their
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Patents: A Valuable Resource
in the Information Age
By Connie W and
Ellen Calhoun

I

In the rapidly changing and growing world of information, patents are an
increasingly valuable resource to researchers. The purpose of this paper is to provide
a general picture of the subiect of patents to facilitate utilization of patent resources
in today's information age. The paper concentrates on the following areas: patents as
technological, legal, and business information sources; the patent information
dissemination network in the United States; and the role of the information specialist
in exploiting currently available patent information sources.

In the rapidly changing and growing world
of information, patents have become more
important than ever before. On March 19,
1991, the United States Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) issued its five millionth patent.
In the first two hundred years of the United
States' history, the PTO issued 4 million patents. In only 14 more short years, from 1976to
1991, it issued one million more!
Patents have proven to be a most valuable
resource for information on invention, technology, business and legal actions, and as such
have played a significant role in our contemporary environment.

Introduction to Patents
A patent is a government certificate which
secures to the owner the right to exclude others
from making, using, or selling the claimed
invention for a set period of time (17 years for
utility patents and 14 years for design patents).' A patent can be awarded to an inventor
if the invention meets the requirements of
patentability: novelty, usefulness, and nonobviou~ness.~
The objective of the patent system is to advance technological programs by
inducing inventors to disclose their inventions
to the public, and to stimulate invention by
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rewarding the inventor for his or her invention
through thegranting ofproperty rights. Article
I Section 8 of the United States Constitution
states that "Congress shall have the power.. .to
promote the progress of scienceand useful arts
by securing for limited times to authors and
inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries." Patents are
intellectual property. The patent system provides an innovative security for this property.
In the United States, three types of patents
are issued: utility patents, design patents, and
plant patents. Utility patents are granted to
anyone who invents or discovers any new and
useful process, machine, manufacture, orcomposition of matter, or any new and useful
improvement thereof. Design patents are
granted for any new, original, and ornamental
designs for articles of manufacture. Plant patents aregranted to anyonewho has invented or
discovered and asexually reproduced any distinct and new variety of plant, including cultivated sports, mutants, hybrids, and newlyfound seedlings, other than a tuber-propagated
or a plant found in an uncultivated state. The
firstU.S. patent was granted in 1790to Samuel
Hopkins of Pittsford, VT, for an improvement
in "the making of Potash and Pearl ash by a
new Apparatus and ~rocess."~
The first patent
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administratorandexaminerin theunited States
was President Thomas Jefferson. Today, the
Patent and Trademark Office employs over
1,600 examiners.
Most commonly,patents are associatedwith
developments in applied technology, such as
mechanical apparatus, electronic devices,
chemical processes, pharmaceuticalproducts,
botanical plants, and products used in everyday life. The scientific researcher of today,
however, is more involved in improving the
"process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter.'" In recent years, more patents
have been granted in the biological sciences,
for computer software, and even for mathematicalformulas. Biotechnology-the use of
living organisms to make products-has had
an impact in thepatentingprocess.In 1987,the
U.S. Board of Patent Appeals allowed apatent
for a polyploid oyster, thereby supporting the
idea that non-human celluloid multiple cell
organisms are patentable. After four years of
examination, the famous mouse patent
(US4736866) was granted in 1988 for
"transgenic non-human mammals."
Over 8 million inventions have been published worldwide since 1%8.~Statisticsshow
that in the United States alone, annual patent
applications have more than doubled from
84.475 in 1960 to 174,711 in 1990.~It is
predicted that annual applications to the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office @TO)will reach
250,000 by the year 1995.~Such an information flow will make patents the most comprehensive and extensive literature in the world.

Patents as Important Legal Instruments
Obviously, patents as official documents
granted by the federal government, are important legal instruments.When agovernment
grants a patent, it puts the enforcement power
of the state behind the inventor against any
infringementof the inventor's exclusiverights.
Therefore, apatent is valid only in the territory
under the jurisdiction of the granting govemment.8 For example, a United States patent
protects an invention only in the 50 states and
United States territories and possessions. For
this reason, many inventors file for patent
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protection in foreign countries as well as in
their native country.
Although a United States patent cannot be
enforced in another country, it does offer some
protection to the inventor in cases of international trade. If an imported product infringes
on the claims of the United States patent, the
foreign manufacturer of the product can be
charged with patent infringement. In the business world, infringement lawsuits are not uncommon, though most are settled by negotiation. Infringement suits are very involved and
expensive, and may take years to resolve?
An inventor may chose to license the invention to another party-either an individual
or acompany-or may sell the patent outright.
During the process of negotiating licensing
agreementand patent assignment,patent documents also present their legal value.
Legal documents such as patents are issued
in a unique formal way with legal characteristics. The main parts of a patent application include a presentation of the background
and prior art, specifications,or a detailed description of the invention, and the claims for
the invention. The first page of the patent
contains a representative drawing, an abstract
of the invention, and bibliographic information with the internationalClassificationNumber. The narrative specification must explain
the invention sufficiently enough so that anyone having ordinary skills in that art could
carry out the invention. The claims which
follow the specification are a sophisticated
definition of the legal scope of the patent, and
are the most important part of any patent.
Many lawsuits for patent infringement are
based on the scope of the patents involved. The
preparation and prosecution of a patent application requires a thorough knowledgeof patent
law as well as the technical aspects of the
invention. Inventors are well advised to engage registered patent attorneys or agents to
assist them with their patent applications.

Patents as Technological and Scientific
Information Liferature
One quarter of the technological and scientific publications produced every year are

published by patent offices around the world.
A study of British patent specifications sponsored by the Great Britain Office of Scientific
and Technical Information (OSTI) in 1974
revealed that only 5.77% of the patents studied
were subsequently published as other forms of
literature.'' Another study conducted by the
United States Patent and Trademark Office in
1977 concluded that eight out of ten patents
contain information not reported elsewhere."
There is little reason to believe that this situation has changed over time. Since patent law
requires a full written disclosure about an
invention, the unique informationcontained in
patents provides an accurate and detailed picture of new technological advances for information seekers. Researchers who wish to review current progress in any area of applied
technology cannot ignore the patent literature
without missing a significant amount of important information.
Modem researchers and technologists emphasize their need for rapid and accurate information. Patent specifications satisfy such
needs. First, patents are official government
documents, and as legal documents, must contain reliableinformation.Second,sincethe Patent
and Trademark Office issues new patents once
a week, the frequency of information transmission is much sooner than in any other form of
literature. Most researchers depend on journals
for their research because journal articles are
recognized as current information. If researchers would recognize t ! t patents are also sources
of current information, their value would equal
or surpass that of journals. As Saundersonstates
in his article "patents are now comparableto the
journal literature in im rtance as sources of
technical information."
Patents have many functions as technological literature. Some of their uses can be outlined as: to evaluate a specific technology;
identify alternate technology and its sources;
improve an existing product or process; develop new products or process; solve a specific
technical problem; assess a particular technical approach; and grasp the state of the art and
monitor development in a specific technology.
It has been a traditional feeling that the
patent literature is not a scientific literature.
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However, as mentioned earlier in this paper,
patents today are far more similar and closely
tied to the scientific disciplines. In their recent article, Narin and Carpenter observed
that the bibliometric characteristics of patents and of papers are becoming extremely
similar. Specifically, the number and time
distribution of references given and thedistribution of citations received are remarkably
similar forpatents andpapers.13The utility of
the basic research reflected in the patent literature is demonstrated in the convergence of
science and technology,especially in areas of
high technology.
Patents are also a valuable source for retrieving information on the history of technology. The researcher can trace a specific
invention by the patent classifications or by
cited references in each patent. Patents can
also be used to forecast tomorrow's technology. Research scientists have developed techniques to analyze patent data in order to draw
profiles of the trends and changes in new
technology.l4
As more academia seek revenues from patents, it is clear that academic institutes and
universities"havejoinedin thepatentchase.7'15
According to a report compiled by the Office
of Patent and Licensing at the University of
Minnesota, some 723 patents were issued to
American universities in 1987.16 This figure
increased in just two years to 1,145 patents
issued to American universities in 1989.17

Patents as Valuable Business
Information Sources
Although patents are first thought of for
their very detailed information on technology, they are also an extremely important
supplement to standard business reference
sources. In today's competitive environment,
innovative information is a key indicator of
business success. The business world has
been very sensitive to information about patents. From 1979 to March 1991, National
Newspaper Index has indexed 6,266 news
reports and stories about patents. The authors' recent search of the databaseNewsearch
revealed that there are on the average 80
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reports about patents every month. Much in
the news in recent months concerned Polaroid
Corporation's patent infringement lawsuit
against Kodak. Polaroid Corporation won a
settlement of $909 million from this longrunning instant photography patent-infringement suit. As a point of interest, Edwin Land,
the founder of Polaroid, holds more patents
than any inventor in the United States except
la
Thomas ~dison.
For research and technology planners, patents can be a valuable assessment tool. When
considering directions for future company research, patents can be used to forecast future
trends in research and development. As a first
step, planners use patents to locate the names
of companies that own inventions of interest to
them, to identify their competition. They can
then trace the evolution ofpertinent inventions
by using patent classifications. Analyzing the
data found in this manner will give the planners a better understanding of technological
trends, and allow them to plot their own
company's further technological progress.
When corporate executive officers meet to
make a decision on an investment, joint venture, or merger and acquisition, patents can
disclose important information about a company's technological advancement, and are
useful in the evaluation of a company's marketability and potential profits. Patents can
also provide detailed technical information
about inventions held by competing companies, and thus figurein a company's decisions
about product development.
Patents are also useful for people who are
seeking information about corporations and
inventors. Some individual inventors may be
interested in locating companies or industries
with paralleled interest as potential assignees
of theindividual's patent rights. Some companies may use patents to identify experts to
recruit as employees. And, some job seekers
may look at the patents of companies that they
are interested in working for, to find out which
technologies these companies are active in.
Besides their value as a business information source, patents, as intellectual property,
have economic value. For many years and for
many people, patents were simply an "honor"
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to be proud of. Many inventions were never
manufactured and marketed. In the past two
decades, however, more companies and academic institutions have discovered the commercial importance of patents. Individual inventors are more likely than ever before to
assign their intellectual property rights in a
patent to a company or manufacturer in order
to gain profit from their invention.
Since the 1970% many companies have
switched their R&D strategy to technology
transfer. Some companies fund fellowships at
universities in areas of interest to them, in
return for patentable research. Some companies enter into joint-ventures with universities
to establish high-tech centerson the university
campus. In return, some academia license patents to industries and obtain grants from companies for basic research.19 According to the
best estimates, United States universities have
gone from earning less than $10 million annually in 1978 to more than $50 million in 1988
in royalties and licensing agreements alone.
As a case example, in 1988 Stanford University garnered revenues of more than $9.2 million from its more than 100 patent licensing
agreements-compared
with less than
$500,000 ten years ago.20

U.S. Patent Information
Dissemination Network
For more than 200 years, the American
patent system has facilitated the progress of
science and technology. Patent literature has
provided the most powerful and unique technological, legal, and business information for
our society and the international community.
Disseminating this information has always
been a challenge which grows harder as the
number of patents in the system grows larger.
Since the first patent issued in 1790,a list of
patents issued by the United States government was compiled for publication in the
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Patents. In 1872, this list become the Official
Gazette of the Patent and Trademark Office.
Only a brief description of the patent is included in this publication, and researchers
wishing to view the complete copy of apatent

depended on the Public Search Room and the
Scientific Library of the Patent and Trademark Office in Washington, DC. Very few
libraries in the country subscribed to the full
set of patents, although many received the
OfJicialGazette, and access to the patent
collection was therefore difficult for those
researchers not lucky enough to live in close
proximity to our nation's capital. Such fragmentary access was completely ineffective in
disseminating patent information to the general public and backyard inventor. Most inventors, patent attorneys, and information
users were no doubt discouraged and frustrated by the lack of a complete patent collection and reference tools in their local libraries. A national patent information dissemination network was clearly needed.
In May 1977, the First Annual Patent Depository Library Conference declared the establishment of apatent information network in
the United States. The conference, sponsored
by the Patent and Trademark Office, was attended by representatives from the 22 patent
depository libraries across the nation. Later
that same year, six new libraries were added to
the network bringing the total to 28. In 1982,
an official program named the Patent Depository Library Program (PDLP) was organized
by the Patent and Trademark Office. After
three years, the Office of Patent Depository
Library Programs (OPDLP) was founded.This
Office,under the administrationof thePTO, has
promoted a centralized patent information network which has greatly improved easy access to
the patent resources of the United States.
There are currently 70 depository libraries
in 45 states throughout the counuy and the
Dismct of Columbia. These libraries play an
important role in placing patent information
within the reach of every person in the United
States. Every depository receives current issues of U.S. patents on a regular basis for a
statutory fee, and maintains a minimum 20year backfile of patents as well. The goal of
every depository is to have as complete a
collection as possible, and many have patent
backfiles to 1790.
Some libraries also maintain collections of
foreign patents. The reference assistance pro-

vided by these libraries to anyone needing
patent information is at least as valuable as the
collections themselves. Every library has a
complete set of manuals, handbooks, and
guides to assist the patent researcher. Because
of the diverse nature of patent information,
some patent depositories are part of govemment document departments, some are in the
engineering libraries,some are associated with
business collections,and some are part of state
governments. But regardless of where the collection is housed, the commitment to assist the
public in gaining effective access to patent
information is there.
The Office of Patent Depository Library
Programs expends a great deal of time and
energy towards making the patent depository
program the success that it is. Each year in
May, the Patent Depository Library Conference takes place in Washington, DC. The
conferences have focused on various topics
from year to year, but attendees from each
PDL agree that the conference is a valuable
learning experience. Representatives from
each PDL have evaluated programs, exchanged experiences, and received training
from Patent and Trademark Office personnel
in new developments in patent laws, classifications, systems, and products. It is hoped
that the five states which are not currently
part of the patent information dissemination
network will be able to join the network in the
near future, and a truly nationwide network
will be established.
An important milestone in the history of the
network was the introduction of computerized
systems. An already rich human information
network has been further enriched by the
addition ofautomated systems. In April, 1982,
the Classification and Search Support Information System Online (CASSIS/Online)was
made available to the PDLs. This system not
only provided access to current patent classification information and electronic versions
of patent references published by the PTO,
but also offered a message file for inter-PDLs
communication. The system linked all PDLs
more closely together. PDLs appreciated the
ease with which CASSISIOnline permitted
users to obtain lists of patents assigned to
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given classifications; obtain original and
cross-reference classifications of given patents; view the structured titles of classifications; and search for keys words in classification titles, in patent abstracts, and in the Index
to the U S . Patent Classification System. Although the CASSISIOnline system was discontinued in December of 1990, the electronic mail portion of it has been retained to
enable PDLs to continue to keep in close
communication with one another and with
the Office of PDL Programs.
In 1989, after a pilot project, CASSIS/CDROM was made available to all PDLs. This CDROM product has all the features of CASSISI
Online, and more. CD-ROM discs allow patent
searchingby ~Iassificationsand
by bibliographic
data. An experimental disc of full text patents
has been distributed for review, and an ASIST
disc contains a directory of patent agents and
attorneys, among other useful reference tools.
Discs have also been distributed for European
and Japanesepatent information. CASSIS/CDROM has been enthusiastically received by the
public, who appreciate the time and energy this
system saves them in their search for patent
information.
In a more recent development, 14 PDLs are
currently taking part in another pilot project
for a new system called the Automated Patent
System (APS). This is a full text patent online
system which has been available to users of the
Public Search Room at the Patent and Trademark Office since 1990. The system currently
contains the full text of patents issued since
1975,and will eventually contain a backfile to
1971. The PDL program will hit another milestone when access to APS is available to all
patent depositories, expected 1992.
In January of 1991, the name of the depository program was changed from the Patent
Depository Library Program (PDLP) to the
Patent and TrademarkDepositoryLibrary Program (PTDLP). This change in name reflects
the expanding role of the depositories in providing information about another form of intellectual property-trademarks. A CD-ROM
disk with trademark information has been available in Patent and Trademark Depository Libraries (PTDL) since March of 1990.

Popularization and Utilization of
Patent Information
As patent information has become more
readily available, its importance has been increasingly recognized. More and more industries, companies, and academics are demanding easy access to the patent collections.
Computerized patent databasesand CD-ROMs
can provide rapid access for such needs. Librarians and information specialists with sophisticated training in the use of these electronic reference sourcesplay an importantpart
in popularizing the use of patent information.
The accessibility of online patent information hasimprovedgreatly in the past ten years.21
Many commercial databases have historically
included patent records in their files, such as
Chemical Abstracts, BIOSIS Previews,
METADEX, and Ceramic Abstracts. Dozens
of specialized databases in patents have been
used worldwide. Examples include Claims,
INPADOCIFamily and Legal Status, World
Patents Index, Patdata, PATDPA, IFI, JAPIO
and Chinese Patent Abstracts in English. Users haveeasy access to these databases through
vendors like DIALOG, BRS, STN, and ORBIT. However, online searches of these patent
files can be very costly. A number of patent
CD-ROM products have emerged recently to
answer the need for a more cost-effectiveway
of searching these files. In addition to the
CASSISKD-ROM product produced by the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, the following products are also currently available: First
and World provided by the European Patent
Office and World Intellectual Property Organization; Espace provided by the European
Patent Office;PATENTDatabase provided by
the German Patent Office;Canadian Patent &
Trademark Database produced by Optical
Storage Systems; CLAIMSIPatent CD provided by IFIPlenum Data Corporation;KokaiTokyo-Koho published by JAPIO; OGIPlus
produced by Research publications; and Automated Patent Searching on CD-ROM, Claim
Search and European Patent Searching,
FullText, PatentImages published by MicroPatent.
Librarians and information specialists have

special libraries

been a key factor in assisting users to locate
patent documents and expedite patent information dissemination. The Commission of the
European Communities concluded that the
most important factors in operating an effective patent library are having adequate, competent staff,being adapted to serve as an active
information center and not only as a passive
library, and making a constant effort to make
the library and its services known within the
local community?2 A study of the library
literatureshows that many libraries and librarians are indeed actively involved in the provision of patent information to the public.
To educate users to the value of patent
informationand to make the public more aware
of the services available, librarians and information specialists have conducted seminars
for interested users, participated in exhibitions, reported in meetings, displayed in libraries, and organized various outreach programs?3 To foster the understandingof patent
resources and ease access to patents for users,
librariansandinformation specialistshave creatively designed computer programs such as
expert systems to facilitate man-machine interfa~e.~~
Many end-users have been trained by librar-

ians to dotheirown patent online searches.25.26
An example of the steps necessary to complete
a search of the patent literature is appended to
this article. To teach critical andcreative thinking skills to the younger generation,librarians
and information specialists have integrated
library instruction including patent sources
into academic curriculaand introduced inventor programs to the local community?7 To
make better use of patents' economic value,
librarians and information specialists have
provided fee-based services for local corporations and industries and helped them to derive
benefits by using patent inf~rmation?~

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is impossible to refute the
fact that patent literature has made a significant contribution to our society. Inventions are
basic to technological advances, and patents
play an important role in the world economy.
The patent informationdisseminationnetwork
ofmodern computer systemsand patent librarians has an essential role in providing access to
patent information. Patents are most certainly
avaluableresource, and will continuetopresent
a unique function in tomorrow's world.

.
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The Association of Visual Science
Librarians' Professional Status
and Salary Survey
By Maureen Martin Watson und
Susan M. Kroll
The Association of Visual Science Librarians (AVSL) surveyed its members to
evaluate the professional and financial support by their institutions. The results of the
professional status and salary questions are discussed and compared to the 1971
Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) Standards for Faulty Status for
College and Universit Librarians. Percentages for access to research monies, tenure,
and promotions could e raised. Faculty status should be extended to all visual science
librarians affiliated with schools. Peer evaluation, articipation in institutional
governance, and opportunities for sabbatical leave shou d be increased. Salaries could
be improved with more academic year employee contracts.

I

I'

Introduction
The Association of Visual Science Librarians (AVSL) is an international group of medical librarians whose members work at institutions affiliated with optometry and ophthalmology. In addition to setting guidelines and
standards for visual science libraries and sharing resources,' AVSL has surveyed its members to evaluate levels of professional and
financial support.Theinformationgained from
this survey could be used by members to assess
their present professional standing through
peer group comparisons and to set future goals
as visual science librarians. Results could be
useful to all librarians for professional evaluation information and techniques.
The 1989 AVSL survey was the first to
include members from all forms of visual
science libraries. Six types of libraries were
identified for the 1989 survey: independent
school,branch,combined health sciences,general university, hospital, and company or nonprofit. An independent school library was one

26

whose school or institution was physically or
administratively unconnected with a parent
institution. A branch library was designed to
serve a school or department within a university or medical school, and often able to use the
resources ofa larger library. Acombined health
sciences library and general university library
included visual science with other disciplines,
as part of a university or medical schooL2
Hospital and company or nonprofit libraries
were affiliated with those institutions, respectively.

Survey Methodology
In September 1989, one survey was mailed
to each institutional AVSL member with an
address in the United States, Puerto Rico, or
Canada (49); 35 of these were returned in
October for a response rate of 71%. One of the
responding libraries had been recently closed,
leaving 34 institutions represented in the survey. Because some of the institutions had
more than one librarian,4 3 degreed, plus three

Copyriit~t Q 1992 $xal libroiies Amiotion

special libraries

nonlibrarydegreed professional staff members were represented, for a total of 46 librarians. To protect anonymity, names were not
required on the surveys. The questionnaire
was developedby the authors using input from
other AVSL librarians and questions from
former AVSL surveys. There were a total of 63
questions on the survey covering library collections, staffing, professional status, salary,
and benefits. Results from the professional
status and salary and benefit questions were
the focus of this article.

Library Collection Results
Independent schools constituted 23.5% (8)
of the responses, with 20.5% (7) from hospitals, 17.5% (6) from company or nonprofit
organizations, 17.5% (6) from branches, 15%
(5) from combined health science libraries,
and 6% (2) from geneml university libraries.
Thirty-eight percent (13) of the visual science libraries were identified as being affiliated withophthalmology,while44%(15) were

Table 1

affiliated with optometry. Nine percent (3)
identified themselves as affiliated with both
professions, with 9% (3) not answering.

Professional Status Results
Questions on professional status dealt with
access to research monies, tenure, promotion,
and faculty status and pertained mainly to
libraries associated with a school: branch, independent school, combined health science,
or general university libraries (21 institutions)
.The majority of the institutions that answered
granted these professional privileges to all or
some of their librarians (Table 1). Those institutions listed as "part" granted these to only
some of their librarians.
Of the institutions that offered librarians
tenure-track positions, all had written tenure
procedures with six years as the mean number
of years to be tenured. Ninety percent of the
institutions where promotion was possible had
written procedures,and 60%had some form of
publication or research requirement.

Professional Status at AVSL Institutions

(N = 21)
Status Issue

I. Equal Access to
Research Monies

Number of
Institutions
Yes = 6
Part = 2

1V.Faculty Status

NA = No Answa
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% of Those

Answering

29
9.5
9.5
52

60
20
20

Yes = 8
N0=5
NA=8

38
24
38

62
38

Yes = 8
Part=2
No=6
NA=5

38
9
29
24

50
12.5
37.5

N0=2
NA= 11

111. Promotion

% of
Total

Table 2

Type of Library

I. Independent School
(n=8)

Faculty Status by T e of Library
(N = 21P
Number of
Institutions

Yes= 2
Part=2
No=3
NA= 1

% of
Total

25
25
37.5
12.5

% of Those

Answering

28.5
28.5
43

11. Branch
(n=6)
111. Combined Health Sciences Yes = 1
(n=5)
N0=2
NA = 2
IV. General University
(n=2)

Yes= 2
No=O
NA = 0

20
40
40
100
0
0

NA = No Answer

Table 3

Specialization

I. Ophthalmology
(n=7)

11. Optometry
(n=14)

Faculty Status by S ecialization
(N = 21P
Number of
Institutions
Yes = 0

No=5
NA = 2

% of
Total

0
71
29

% of Those

Answering

0
100

Yes = 8
Part = 2
No=2
NA=2

NA = No Answer

Data for faculty status was analyzed by type
of library (Table 2). Combinedhealth sciences
libraries had the lowest percentage of librarians with faculty status (33%). Fifty-seven
percent of independent schools, 60%of branch
libraries, and 100% of general university libraries, granted faculty status to all or some of
their librarians.
Eleven (52%) of the 21 libraries associated

with schools permitted librarians to participate in governance, with only three institutions mentioning a senate or faculty council.
Forty-eight percent of these permitted faculty
or institutional voting rights.
Evaluations of librarians took place on a
yearly basis at 52%of these 21 libraries,every
two to three years at 19%,and before tenure at
9.5%. No evaluation process existed at 9.5%

special libraries

of the institutions. The majority of these librarians (62%)were evaluated by an administrator
or supervisor, with only 24%of these institutions using peer review or faculty committees
for evaluation.

Salary and Benefit Results
Salaries for the professional staffs were reported in increments of $3,000, ranging from
a low of $7,999 and ending at $47,000 and
over. Part-time salaries were converted to full
time equivalents. To compute the mean salary
the midpoint of each range was used. For
example, if there were one salary given in the
$23-25,999 range, then $24,500 was used to
represent it. Using this method, a mean salary
of $3 1,647 was derived for the 43 librarians
who answered.
Eighty-nine percent of the responding librarians were female. The mean number of
years worked at the present position was 6.84,

Figure 1

with a range of .08 to 20 years. Thirteen
percent of the librarians had "assistant," 43.5%
hadUlibrarian,"and4 1.5%had"director, head,
administrator, or manager" in their professional title, with 2% not answering.
Librarians working at combined health sciences libraries (5) had the highest mean salary,
followed by company or nonprofit (5). branch
(7), hospital (9), independent school (15), and
general university libraries (2) (See Figure 1).
In looking at librarians who worked at libraries associated with schools, those with
faculty status had a mean salary of $33,136
while those without faculty status had a mean
salary of $28,452, for a difference of $4,684.
Mean salariesfor all responding visual science
librarians by specialization showed that ophthalmology librarians made $31,708, optometry librarians made $31,568, and those
librariansaffiliated with both professionsmade
$38,000. Concerning benefits, 98%of librarians received paid vacation and sick leave, and

AVSL Mean Salaries by Type of library

$40,000
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96% received retirement benefits and health
insurance. Seventy-six percent of the librarians had dental insurance and 50% had vision
plans. Tuition reimbursement of some type
was received by 63% of the librarians. All or
partial financial support for conferences was
receivedby94%.Sixty-seven percentreceived
all or partial support for continuing education.
Only 30%of librariansassociatedwith schools
could receive sabbatical leave.

Discussion
Evaluating results was accomplished with
the assistance of an article by Krompart and
DiFelice, in which they reviewed 36 faculty
status surveys done between 1971 and 1984,
and compared the findings to the 1971 Association of College and Research Libraries
(ACRL) Standards for Faculty Status for College and University ~ i b r a r i a n s . ~ ~ ~
According to Krompart and DiFelice, confusion was expressed on the surveys they reviewed about evaluation criteria for librarians' promotion and tenure. They stated in their
article that often librarians were evaluated as
teaching faculty, while their benefits differed.
They also showed that many of the analyzed
surveys found that rights and responsibilities
for librarians with faculty status were interrelated and a change in one condition could have
an impact on several.' several provisions were
established for status of librarians in 1971 by
the ACRL Standards for Faculty Status for
CollegeanduniversityLibrarians.These Standards were developed to formally recognize
the importance of faculty status for academic
librarians. The Association of College and
Research Libraries and the American Library
Association endorse these Standards and urge
all institutions of higher education and their
governing bodies to adopt them.6 One of these
provisions states that librarians should be covered by the same tenure provisions as other
faculty and that apeerreview system should be
the primary basis of judgment in the promotion process.
This 1989 AVSL survey showed that 62%
of the applicable institutions granted tenure
and 62.5% of the institutions offered promo-

tion to all or some of their librarians. These
percentages, although representing the majority, fell below the standards of promotion
and tenure for all. Some librarians noted a
move toward three-year renewable contracts
and a PhD required for promotion to associate
professor at their schools. There were no librarians associated with ophthalmology
schools that had faculty status (Table 3).
Krompart and DiFelice stated that at least
75% of the institutions represented in 11of 14
surveys conducted from 1971-1984 allowed
librarians to participate in university goverIn this 1989 AVSL survey, 52% of
applicable institutions allowed participation
in university governance. Only three institutions mentioned participation in a faculty senate or council as recommended by the 1971
ACRL Standards.
Although the 1971Standardsrecommended
a peer review system for librarians, only 15%
of the visual science libraries used peer review
or faculty committees for evaluation. At 9.5%
of the institutions there was no evaluation
process at all.
According to Krompart and DiFelice, employment in a large public college or university led to a higher incidence of the 1971
~tandardsbein~
employed.8This seemed tobe
supported by the findings of this survey in
regard to faculty status,but not salary. General
university librarians were the lowest paid, but
other types of libraries were more likely to
have had director salaries averaged into their
mean salaries. The visual sciencerespondents
from general universities were the smallest
group and none had "director" in their title.
Looking at salary, the 1971 Standards recommended comparable salary for librarians
with an academic year contract or adjusted
summer salary. Most librarians that answered
had a 12-monthcontract. Librarians with faculty status had a higher mean salary than those
who did not.

Conclusion
Although the AVSL is a small organization
and the actual numbers on its surveys are
small, there can still be benefits from self-
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evaluation. To improve their professional future, visual science librarians must evaluate
where they are at present. This comparison
between peers is even more valuable when
someone is the only librarian or part of a small
library staff at an institution.
When professional status, salary, and benefits for AVSL librarians are examined, improvements are still needed. Percentages for
access to research monies, tenure, and promotions could be raised. Faculty status should
be given to ophthalmology librarians associ-

ated with schools. This change in professional
status could positively impact other areas of
their careers. Institutions who only grant professional status to some librarians should extend these benefits to all. Peer evaluation systems are lacking, a greater voice in institutional governance is needed, and sabbatical
leaves should be available to more members.
Salaries for librarians could be improved and
moreacademic yearemployeecontractsshould
exist.

-
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Research Activity
Special Libraries Association
Membership Needs Assessment Survey
by Ann fiompson
In Spring 1991 the Special Libraries Association undertook a survey to determine the
opinions, attitudes, and needs of SLA's members, and to assess the prospects for certain
new products and services. Among other things,
the results show that members are gaining in
professional recognition and decision-making
authority. This survey, which is similar to the
one conducted in 1986 (results of the 1986
survey appear in the Summer 1987 issue of
SpecialLibraries),allows for historical references in showing trends and planning future
direction for the Association.

as well as other library purchases for
items such as software, hardware, database services, and library equipment.
Median budgets in these special libraries
are $175,000 per year. Twice as many
had budget increases this past year compared with decreases.
Slightly more than half the employers
pay the member's SLA dues.
The member is likely to belong to at least
one other library organization.

The Typical Member
The typical SLA member today, based
on averages from the survey, works in
the Mid-Atlantic Census Region, is a
white female between 36 and 45 years of
age, has a master's degree in Library1
Information Science, has worked at her
current position for one to three years
and has worked in the profession for 11
years or more. This person is most likely
found in a corporate library, which is
frequently a single person library.

The majority have been members for
more than five years, with the single
most frequent length of membership being four years.

Changes Since 1986
Since 1986 several notable trends have developed as documented in the new survey.
Among these are:

Half the members work in libraries with
5 or fewer employees. Half the libraries
have two professional librarians and a
third have only a single professional.

The greatest number of members are still
employed in the Mid-Atlantic region;
however, both the Mid-Atlantic and the
Pacific regions declined in their proportion of the total membership. The most
significant growth in membership occurred in Canada.

The typical SLA librarian is involved in
making purchasing decisions for books

Reported ages show a move from the 3035 age range to the 36-55 age range. Al-
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most half the members are in the latter
group. This finding further supports the
research in the field that the profession is
graying, along with the U.S. population as
a whole
The male-female ratio remained nearly
static, with males increasing their representation by 0.3% overall since 1986.
Advanced subject degrees declined
slightly from 1986 to 1991 for subject
degrees. Six percent more members hold
master's degrees in LibraryIInformation
Science than in 1986.
Professional experience increased significantly since 1986 when 26.8% of the
respondents reported 16 years or more in
the field compared with 38% of the respondents in 1991. The greatest decline
was among those with two years or less
experience. In 1986 this group represented 10.9% of the membership. By
1991 it had declined to 4.6%.
A tendency has developed for members to
remain in their positions longer. Compared
with 1986,10%more members have been
in their current positions for three years or
more. This represents a 20% increase in
five years. This group now represents a
majority of the membership.
The greatest increase in type of employment since 1986 is in corporate libraries.
The number of self-employed members
has grown slightly.
There has been growth since 1986among
singleperson libraries and those employing six or more people. The most common library size of two to six employees
has declined by nearly 8% during this
period.
The library/information professional has
greater purchasing decision responsibility than in 1986. This increased responsibility extends to all types of purchases
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including books, software, hardware,
microforms,databaseservices,andequipment. The most significant increase in
responsibility occurred with purchase
decisions for software, database services,
and hardware.
A comparison of 1986 budgets (excluding salaries) shows movement into the
$250,000 and above class and a significant decline in those with budgets under
$25,000.
Nearly 10%more employersare paying the
dues for SLA members than in 1986. This
represents a 20% increase in five years.
The number of years that members have
been with SLA is increasing, with those
who have been members for more than
five years representing 12% more of the
total membership than in 1986.
Membership of SLA members in other
library/information organizations has
declined since 1986.
Members report increased interest in attending professional development seminars along with more interest in executive
level programs. An increasing awareness
and participation level was evident for the
Regional Continuing Education Courses,
the Winter Education Conference, and the
Middle Management Institute.
Attendance at the Annual Conference,
based on reasons such as budget, location, and time away from the job, appears
somewhateasier for many members than
in 1986.
Members are placing less value on professional journals from all sources than
in 1986.
Member contact satisfaction with SLA
Headquarters improved significantlysince
1986. Two-thirds of the members though
do not call or write SLA Headquarters.

Value placed on SLA's Government
Relationsprogram increased by 2.5 times
its level in 1986.
Although many members are unaware of
SLA's Research Program, a wealth of
ideas were forthcoming that reflect interest in research on many pragmatic aspects of the day-to-day work of the professional.
Members continue to believe that SLA's
Public Relations program can improve
the image of the profession in the library
community, with individual employers
and with the public.
More than three quarters of the members
continue to think the name Special Libraries Association describes the present
membership and attracts the appropriate
professionals into the organization.

The Strategic Plan and Future
Direction for SLA
In 1989SLA establisheda 15-yearStrategic
Plan based on the priorities of its membership.
Among its many goals, the Strategic Plan calls
for (1) promoting the idea that special librarians are key players in the information society,
(2) pursuing membership growth vigorously
through retention of existing members and the
recruitment of new members,and(3) influencing curricula in graduate academic programs.
A significantnumber of members are unaware
of recruiting and public awareness efforts by
their Chapters and Divisions in all three of
these areas. This finding illustrates the need
for the Chapters and Divisions to broaden their
external focus.
Among the highest ranked current and proposed servicesand programs were: the Annual
Conference, Professional Development Programs, Special Libraries, SpeciaList, Chapter
activities, Division activities and Who's Who
in Special Libraries (SLA's membership directory). These priorities are almost identical
to 1986.
This document reflects an enormous effort

on the part of the membership to tell the
Association who they are and what they want.
To continue to attract new members and serve
the current membership, these ideas will be
used in focusing the Strategic Priorities which
serve as the long-term visionary goals for the
Association, as well as more immediate development of Association products and services.

Methodology
Questionnaire
The questionnaire consisted of 54 questions
divided into nine topics covering demographics, membership participation in Divisions and
Chapters,specific membership programs such
as Professional Development, and the A M U ~ ~
Conference along with other services-both
present and proposed. These topics correspond
with the numbered sections in this article.
Nineteen of the 54 questions allowed for comparisons with the data collected from the 1986
survey. Many of the questions were further
subdivided, which allowed for a total of 226
data items or answers per questionnaire. Most
questions were closed ended in order that
responses could be compared without interpretation. Seventeen questions required respondents to rate itemsby level of importance,
participation, or agreement. A few questions
allowed respondents to specify a category to
define "other7' and two questions solicited
input for an issue. Finally, respondents were
provided the opportunity to make additional
comments/suggestions.The estimated timerequired to complete the questionnaire was 25
minutes.
Sampling Technique and Data Collection
As in 1986, a randomly selected group of
SLA members received the survey questionnaire. This random group represented proportionally SLA's Chapters and Divisions. Polling nearly 14,000 members would have been
both time consuming and expensive, when a
representative sample survey could be used to
accurately infer the same results for the total
membership.
Survey questionnaires were mailed to 3,500
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members on February 26,1991 along with a
cover letter from SLA's President explaining
the purpose of the project and a postage-paid
return envelope to encourage response. To
assure confidentiality questionnaires were returned directly to the Center for Organization
Development in Rochester, NY,the consulting firm employed to produce the survey results. Response data were recorded until the
cut-off date of April 2, 1991. The responses
providedadatabase of 1,589 individualsurvey
results. This represents a 45.4% response rate,
a very high rate of return for a mail survey.
The high response rate for the survey has
several favorable implications for its results:
(1) It shows a high degree of interest and
involvement for SLA members in their
organization generally, and in SLA's efforts to obtain their input.
(2) It provides a high degree of confidence
that the results of the survey will be
indicative of the membership group as a
whole.
(3) It provides a smaller margin of error in
any statisticalestimatesthat may be made
of the membership population based on
the sample data.
According to the Center for Organization
Development, Inc., this high rate of return
allows for estimates of the percentage value of
the membership population with a precision of
2/3 percentage points with a 95% confidence
level.

+

Results
I. General Information
The first section of the survey addressed
demographics and general characteristics of
the membership.
Geographic Location
Members had 11 choices for geographic
regions (including Canada and Europe) to indicate where their Chapter was located. Mem-

bers in the Mid-Atlantic states were best represented with a 20.5% response rate. The next
largest responses were from the East North
Central 15.9%,Pacific 14.8%, and South Atlantic 14.1%. The most significant change
since 1986 occurred with SLA's Canadian
membership which grew from 6.6% of the
total membership to 9.4% in 1991. As these
Canadian members grow in numbers, there is
increasing interest for more Canadian content
in SLA's publications, semices,andprograms.
Geographic distribution is illustrated in
Chart 1.
Age
Most SLA members are between the ages of
36 and45. For those 35 or under. roughly 45%
had been student members. Respondents were
asked to indicate their age in one of six ranges.
Responses were as follows:

Table 1 Changes in Age of Membership
Age Range

30 and under
31-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
over 65

1986

1991

15.3%
21.2
33.5
16.3
10.7
3.1

7.4%
12.2
44.5
23.5
10.6
1.6

Noteworthy is the aging of the profession
since the 1986 survey. This may show that
members have been less mobilcentric and that
SLA-including its Chapters-has a recruitment opportunity with the younger professionals, or that job openings at the entry level
are static.
Age distribution is reflected in Chart 2.
SexlEthnicity
Most SLA members are white (94.1%) and
arewomen (84.4%).Malemembershipis0.3%
higher than in 1986. Asians and Blacks represent the largest ethnic groups with each representing 2.2% of the membership. Hispanics
account for another OD%.
Education
More than 70 percent of SLA members

Chart 1 Membership By Region
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have a bachelor's degree and 87% of those
with a Libraryflnformation Science degree
have a master's. Another 1.2% have a doctorate in Libraryflnformation science. Nearly
4% of SLA's members do not have a college
degree. From 1986 to 1991 members with
master's degrees in Libraryflnformation Science increased from 82% to 87% of the total
membership.

Experience
Members have a diverse amount of experiencein the field. Asmightbeexpected, younger
members tend to have held membership for a
shorter time, while older members have been
members longer. A comparison with results
from the 1986 survey reflects an increased
tendency forrespondentsto havegreater experience in both the field and their jobs. This
appears to correlate with the aging of the
profession documentedelsewherein this study.
Eighty four percent of the respondents have
worked in the field more than five years and
more than 60% have been in the field for ten
years or more. There was also a tendency
towards staying in a position longer. In 1986,
46% of the respondents had been in a position
four or more years. By 1991 this percentage
had grown to 56%.
More than half the respondents work for
corporate organizations. Slightly more than
3% are self-employed.Changes since 1986 in
employer type are listed in the Table 2.

Table 2

Shifts in Organization Type
1986

Corporate
48.4%
Academic
18.3
Government
13.0
Not-for-Profit
14.5
Self Employed
2.8
Unemployed/Retired 3.0

1991

51.8%
16.9
13.5
13.1
3.2
1.5

The most common library staff size is one
person. More than a third work in libraries that
have one professional librarian. More than
60%of the respondents work in libraries with
five or fewer employees.
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Table 3 Number of Employees in
Libmry/lnformation Center
Number of
employees in library

0
1
2-5
6-13
14-50
over 50

1991

1986

1.1%
16.1
41.1
16.5
18.3
6.1

n/a
15.8
44.6
15.2
16.3
8.2

More than half of the respondents work in
libraries with one SLA member. Only 10%of
the librarieshave four or more SLA members.
The number of SLA members reported was
22% of the total employees in libraries where
SLA members were employed.
Noteworthy is the similarity for the findings
on staff size in SLA's Membership Assessment Survey with those of Professor James M.
Matarazzo and Laurence Prusak. In their publication, Valuing CorporateLibraries, (available from SLA's Order Department) they note
"The typical corporate library is a centralized
unit staffed with fewer than five full-time
employees."
Purchasing and Budget
Members were asked to what degree they
are responsible for purchasing products and
services, including books and periodicals, librarylinformationmanagement software,computer hardware, microforms and microform
equipment, database services, and library
equipment and furniture. Respondents could
show for each category whether they are primary "decision makers," "influence the decision," or are "not involved in the decision
process."
Responses reflected a significant shift since
1986 towards greater involvement on the part
of members toward either influencing or deciding purchases in all categories. Approximately 52% of the members decide book and
database purchases, whereas another 38% influence such decisions. Nearly 85% either
decide or influence equipment and software
decisions and more than 70% decide or influence hardware and microform decisions. One

possible explanation for the smaller percentage who are involved in hardware decisions
may be the higher budget costs and the desire
to maintain uniformity and compatibility for
equipment within an organization. Some microform purchases may be influenced by users
within the organization who define their needs
for historical information.
A definite relationship was established between the type of organizationand a member's
involvement in purchasing decisions. Obviously those who are self-employedmust make
all purchasing decisions. Database services,
software, books, and microform purchase decisions are more likely to be made by members
employed in corporate and not-for-profit libraries than by those in government and academic libraries. Hardware and equipment decisions are more commonly made by not-forprofit members than by members at other
types of institutions.
Respondents were asked to classify their
budgets (excluding salary) by size. The median budget was $175,000. Slightly more than
ten percent of the respondents work for organizations which have library budgets of more
than $1,000,000. These large budgets were

Chart 3 Budget Size

most commonly foundamong academic members. A comparison with the 1986 responses
shows movement into the$25O,OOO and above
category and a decline in libraries with budgets under $25,000.
Budget sizes for fiscal year 1991 are summarized in Chart 3.
Thirty-six percent of the respondents had
increases in their budgets from the previous
year, whereas 16%had experienceddecreases.
The average budget increase was about 4.3%.
Half the budget changes were an increase of
five percent or more. Overall twice as many
budgets increased as decreased, while one
quarter remained the same. Budget increases
occurredmore frequentlyat corporateand notfor-profitorganizations. Academicswere more
likely to experience decreases.

II. Membership
The second area addressed in the s w e y
pertains to membership in SLA and other
professional organizations. Questions addressed length of membership, who pays for
the dues and to which professional organizations they belong.
Employers paid the dues for 56% of the
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respondents, up from 47% in 1986. Another
42.4% of the respondents paid their own dues.
Of the 1.5%of the respondents who pay part of
their dues, only 10%receive more than 50%
payment from their employers.
Almost four-fifthsof the members who work
for corporations have their dues paid by the
employer, as do almost two-thirds of those
who work for not-for-profit organizations. In
contrast, most academic and government employees pay their own dues. Of those whose
dues are paid by the employer, most are in the
middle budget ranges ($50,W250,000).
Two possible reasons for this may be that
larger libraries may want to avoid multiple
memberships or choosing specific individuals
from a large staff and/or that special libraries
with larger budgets tend to be academic libraries where it is a less common practice to pay
individual membership dues. There was also
an indication that some law firms may pay
AALL dues, but not those of other professional library organizations. Overall, 56.0%of
SLA's members have their dues paid by their
employers, up from 46.8% in 1986.
The 1991 survey shows that 56.6% of the

respondents had been SLA members for more
than five years, up from 42.4% in 1986. This
further substantiates the data on the aging of
the profession noted previously. Noteworthy
is that 28.7% of the respondents joined SLA
while they were students. Another correlation
of note is that short-term members are more
likely to work for small budget organizations
and long-term members are much more likely
to work for large budget organizations. These
figures are particularly significant for further
research on how SLA may best retain current
members as well as how and where it may
attract new members.
Respondents were asked to indicate if they
were members of five specific professional organizationsplusanL'other"category.TheArnerican Library Association had the highest responseratewith 25.6%.TheAmerican Association of Law Libraries, the American Society for
Information Science, and the Medical Library
Association received responses ranging from
7.3% to 9.9%; whereas the Association for
InformationManagersreceiveda0.9%response.
Thirty percent of the respondents indicated they
were members of a wide variety of "other"

professionalorganization.Someof theseUother"
professional organizations are the respondents'
primary membership, a fact which had kept
them from voluntary leadership positions in
SLA. Among those "others" the Canadian Library Associationappearedmost Erequentlyand
would provide for an interesting cross tabulation for the American Library Association as a
percentage of SLA's U.S. members and the
Canadian Library Association as a percentage
for Canadian members. The presence of SLA
membership with these other library associations documents an overlap in interests. This
common interest has potential for establishing
new Caucuses or Divisions within SLA. For
example, one respondent requested that SLA
start a group for computing librarians from
organizations that manufacturecomputersand
produce software.
III. SLA Voluntary Leadership
This section of the survey dealt with participation in SLA Chapters and Divisions, for
both members and leaders. Emphasis was
placed on the level of satisfaction members
had with the services provided and with the
leadership within the Association.
First the questionnaire established whether
respondents had served as volunteers within
the international Association (Board of Directors, Committee Member, Chapter President,
Division Chair, or Caucus Convener). Among
the respondents 14.1%, down from 17% in
1986, had been a volunteer leader in one of
thesepositions. The most common reasons for
not being a volunteer leader were "not enough
time""
1.9% and "never asked-20.7%.
Another 14.2% indicated they did not "know
enough about what was involved, opportunities, etc." The number of members responding
they lacked enough time was 3.6% more than
in 1986 and the number of those who were
"never asked was four percent less.
A definite relationship was established between the age of a member and herbis reason
for not taking a leadership position. Those in
the 36-45 and over 65 age groups were most
likely to give "not enough time" as the reason.
Those aged 46-65 were more likely to say they
were never asked; whereas the younger mem-

bers were much more likely to say they "don't
know enough."
The type of organization where the member
works also had a correlation with voluntary
leadership. Those working for corporations
are more likely to give "lack of time" as their
reason for not assuming leadership. A large
number of self-employedand academic membersreportedthat they had "never been asked."
At the Chapter level 31.9% of the respondents had served as a leader including Chapter
president. At the Division level 13% had served
as a leader. Reasons for not serving at these
levels were similar to those for SLA as a
whole. Conceivably those who responded
"never been asked" and "don't know enough
about what is involved, opportunities, etc."
may be interestedin voluntary positions within
SLA's Chapters and Divisions and represent
an untapped pool for potential leaders.
Chapters
Chapter attendance showed that 57.1% of
the respondents attend meetings, but only 22%
do so on a regular basis. Since 1986 Chapter
meeting attendance has decreased slightly,
particularly for those members who do so on
an occasional basis. Among the reasons for not
attending were: too expensive-10.5 %, travel
time-22.3%, lack of peer attendance-3.8%,
scheduleconflict-38.5%, program content11.5%.
Those who have been members for 6-10
years are the most likely group to attend regularly, whileregular attendanceis lowestamong
both the newest and oldest members. The
newest members are the most likely to respond
"seldom or never attend."
The next question dealt with Chapter performance in terms of programs and activities. Respondents were asked to rate nine specific items
and speclfy others in terms of effectiveness.
For those Chapters with educational programs and where respondents were familiar
with them, 73% rated their Chapter education
programs to be done "acceptably" or "very
well." Eighty-one percent of the respondents
found Chaptermeetings to beeffective. Among
those who actually attended meetings, 85%
found them either acceptable or done well.
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Employmentplacement services were not performed by Chapters representing 4.8% of the
respondents. Another 34% of the respondents
did not know whether this service was effective. Among the respondents who had apparently used or knew of the placement opportunities, more than 80% were satisfied with the
service.
Chapter newsletters were found effective,
with 46.9% rating them as good and 4 1.7% as
acceptable. Chapter membership directories
were also found effective with 42.6% rating
their effectiveness as good and 30.8% as acceptable. Over half the members were unfamiliar with the effectiveness of recruiting new
members and 10.3%thoughtit was donepoorly.
Such response clearly illustrates that recruiting is an area that needs to be addressed.
The question on community involvemenl
may have been somewhat vague as 58.8% of
the respondents "did not know" and another
10.6% stated it was "not done." Public relations efforts were not well known as indicated
by 45.6% of the respondents. Among those
who were familiar with Chapter efforts with
public relations 73%rated them as acceptable.
These questions may be too broad for a large
membership survey and might have solicited
more useful responses if they had been directed toward specific formsofchapter activities. The question on interaction with local
academic institutions also is somewhat broad
in terms of interpretation, but 14.5% of the
respondents rated it "very well" and 26.2%
"acceptably." Whether they were responding
to interaction with library schools or faculty
members and students in other subject areas is
unclear.
Among Chapter functions specified under
"other" were duplicate exchangesand international affairs; 75% of the respondents indicated they did not know what "other*' functions their Chapters might be providing.
Based on responses, areas for Chapter concern seem to be with awareness of employment services and membership recruiting.
Chapters apparently do not place as much
emphasis on community involvement, public
relations, and academic interaction areas.
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Divisions
Members were also asked to indicate Division effectiveness based on questions similar
to those measuring Chaptereffectiveness.Since
it is possible for members to affiliate with
more than one Division, respondents were
asked to limit their responses to their primary
Division affiliation.
For education programs 23.3% rated their
effectiveness as done "very well" and another
32.9% rated them doneL'acceptably."Although
5.4% rated Division education programs
poorly, 36.7% did not know if their Division
educationprograms were effective. Thisclearly
indicates a lack of involvement for some members in the education efforts of their Divisions.
Division newsletters were found to be done
very effectively by 33% of the respondents
and another 44.7% found them to be done
acceptably. Division directories, on the other
hand, wereratedasdoneUverywell" by 18.8%
and done "acceptably" by 25.5% of the respondents. This may be an indication that
news is more widely utilized than exploring
new networking possibilities.
With regard to recruiting, public relations,
academic interaction, and other programs, the
majority of respondents were not familiar with
the efforts of their Divisions in these areas.
Quite possibly the smaller Divisions do not
have such activities due to their size and resources. If the Association is to be successful
in advancing its Strategic Plan, the Chapters
and Divisions will need to broaden their external forces. This is most evident when examining Chapter and Division activities with regard to recruiting and public relations. It also
signifies that Divisions will benefit from better communication with their members regarding these efforts.
Tables 4 and 5 summarize Chapter and
Division effectiveness.
IV. Professional Development
This section of the survey contained six
questionsrelated to professional development.
Among the areas rated are the willingness to
participate in various types of professional
education along with those programs specifically offered through SLA.

Table 4
Functions

Education Programs
Chapter Meetings
Placement Services
Newsletters
Chapter Directory
Recruitment
Community Involvement
Public Relations
Interaction w/ local
academic institutions

Effectiveness of Chapters
Very Well

26.8%
38.6
13.4
46.9
42.6
7.8
3.3
6.7
14.5

Acceptably

46.1 %
42.1
28.7
41.7
30.8
29.4
17.3
30.3
26.1

Poorly

Not Done

5.4%
4.2
8.9
5.4
5.6
10.3
9.9
13.7
5.4

3.0%
0.2
4.8
0.6
4.7
1.9
10.6
3.7
3.O

(Above data based on 1,589 responses. Figures do not total 100%as the percentage for those who were
not familiar with the specific programs were omitted in the above table.)

Table 5
Functions

Education Programs
Newsletters
Division Directory
Recruitment
Public Relations
Interaction w/ local
academic institutions

Effectiveness of Divisions
Very Well

Acceptably

Poorly

Not Done

23.3
33.0
18.8
4.3
4.4
4.3

32.9
44.7
25.5
15.5
19.0
10.9

5.4
5.8
6.3
7.9
8.5
6.2

1.7
1.1
9.5
3.4
4.3
3.8

(Above data based on 1.589 responses. Figures do not total 100%as the percentage for those who were
not familiar with the specific programs were omitted in the above table.)

Respondents were asked to express their
interest in five types of educational services:
seminars, self-study courses, videotapes, audiotapes, and in-house traininglseminars. By
far the greatest interest was in attending seminars, where 77.7% responded that they would
either definitely or probably attend an educational seminar. In-house training reflected a
51.7% interest, followed by self-study 43.2%,
videos 36.1% and audio tapes 27.4%. Clearly
all these areas reflect a market for professional
development programs.
In related questions the survey addressed
the level of programs which would most likely
fulfill overall continuing education needs and
at which point in the future the respondent
would be interested in participating in these.
As budget size increased, the less likely members were to express a need for Entry-Level

programs. The principal market for such programs exists with some younger members or
those who are relatively new to the field. Such
people are found among the newest SLA members. (This furtherillustratesthe large percentage of members who have been employed in
the profession for several years and have undoubtedly progressed beyond entry-level instruction.)
For the next one to two years, 61.3% of the
respondents were interested in Mid-Levelprograms and within the next three to five years,
57.8% were interested in ExecutiveLevelopportunities. Those who are self-employed and
those who work for not-for-profit organizations expressed the greatestneed of "executive
level" courses as did those whose organizations had the highest budgets. Clearly the
membership views itself as growing within the
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profession and is interested in the opportunities offered through SLA which will further
their professional development.
The value placed on professional developmentpointsoutthat those whoare newer to the
field are less likely to be aware of SLA's
efforts in these areas. Although there is no
consistent trend, there is a slightly greater
likelihood to value professional development
as the length of membership increases.
The above figures substantiate the market
for SLA's current concentration on course
offerings for the Mid-Level professional. For
those who are ready for the more advanced,
executive level programs, SLA offers several
courses; othersare in the developmentalstage.
Regional correlations with specific program
subjectareas were not significant.In otherwords
the appeal for specific topics was uniformly
dispersed throughout geographic regions.
Two-thirds of the respondents found SLA's
Professional Development Program to be a
valuable membership service. The remaining
third was not aware of SLA's efforts, reflecting the need for further marketing of SLA's
programs.
Next, respondents were asked to specify their
interest in attending SLA seminarsbased on 10
specificprogram areas. Provisionwas also made
for specifying other topics. The likelihood for

Table 6

Likelihood of Attending SLA Educational Program

Topic

Software Applications1
Review
Library Management/
Skills Training
General Management
(Communications, etc.)
Personal Development
Financial/Budgeting
Marketing
Human Resources
New Technologies
Technology, Planning,
and Implementation
International Information
and Issues
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attending SLA-sponsored education programs
by topic is reflected in Table 6.
Consistent with the desire for furthering their
professional skills is the interest in courses in
both "New Technologies" and 'Technology,
Planning, and Implementation." Noteworthy is
the more limited interest in "Personal Develop
ment" and "Human Resources." Possibly members perceive these areasas ones where there are
sources other than SLA for expertiseand guidance.Another possible explanation for the lack
of interest in "Human Resources" may be that a
large percentage of special libraries do not have
enough staff to make human resources mining
a priority when given other choices or that the
parent organization provides training for the
library staff. 'library Management" issues on
the other hand did receive a higher response rate
and may serve as a means for including human
resource issues. The level of interest in "Software Applications" is similar to the level of
interest in 'Technology," but may also reflect a
slightly smaller percentage level of interest due
to sources other than SLA for some forms of
training including those of member's parent
organizations as well as from vendors. Those
employedby academicorganizations inparticular have many low cost or nocost opportunities
foreducation programs, particularly in personal
development.

Definitely

Probably

Probably
Not

Definitely
Not

14.7%

46.9%

30.5%

7.9%

45.8

27.9

7.9

37.4

38.5

12.9

29.2
34.8
37.9
30.5
49.6
47.9

42.3
37.8
33.4
43.6
16.1
20.7

18.1
14.6
12.0
17.4
4.0
6.3

26.2

36.8

23.4

43

Topics listed in Table 6 correlate closely with
the courses offered by SLA in recent years.
Courseevaluationshave provided the data necessary to keep up with membership needs.
Among the other areas in which members
expressed interest for SLA to offer programs
were several very specific subjects such as
book preservation, £reedom of information,
censorship, research and evaluation methods,
and user training for automated catalogs.
SLA members appear well aware of SLA's
professional development programs. Not surprisingly the Annual Conference ranked highest in terms of membership awareness and
attendance. The Regional Continuing Education Courses, the Middle Management Institute, and the Winter Education Conference all
reflected more than an 80%awarenessrate.On
the other hand, SLA's Self-study Programs
and its State-of-the Art Institute, both newer
offerings,showeda60.3%anda53.7% awareness factor respectively.
The highest participation rate after the Annual Conference is with the Regional Continuing Education Programs in which nearly one
quarter of the membership has participated.
Compared to 1986there is an increasingawareness and participation level for the Regional
Continuing Education courses, the Winter
Education Conference and the Middle Management Institute.

tired categories are more likely not to have
attended an Annual Conference. As expected,
short-term members have been to the fewest
Conferences.
The most common reasons for not attending
were budget constraints (34.5%) and that the
respondent had attended another librarylinformation conference instead (26.6%). The survey does not try to establish the other types of
librarylinformation conferences SLA members are attending, but undoubtedly there is
some correlation with the professional organizations listed in the membership section of the
survey. Only 7.6% of the respondents indicated they did not attend because they could
not get time away from the job. When queried
about employer's paying for the Conference,
17.5% stated that this influenced their decision
not to auend, although only 8.7% listed it as
the primary reason. Conference location was
the only other deterrentwhich appears to weigh
on the attendance decision. The survey does
not ascertain if all travel is restricted or if this
is further evidence of budget constraints. Despite the problems cited as deterrents for attending the Annual Conference, reasons such
as budget, location, and time away from the
job appear to be less a problem for many than
in 1986. Those areas which do not adversely
effect the reasons for not attending are the
schedule, program content, program quality,
and lack of time off from the job.

V. Annual Conference

Attendance Issues
Five questions examined Annual Conference attendance patterns, the value of SLA's
promotional information in making the decision to attend, plus the content of the individual Conference programs which had bearing on the attendance decision.
Respondents were asked how many Annual
Conferences they had attended in the last five
years. Almost one-quarter of the respondents
had attended at least one Conferenceand 7.2%
had attended all five Annual Conferences.
Members in corporate organizations are the
most likely to have attended at least one of the
last five Conferences. Respondents from government, not-for-profit, and unemployedJre-

Conference Emphasis
Those who had attended at least one SLA
Annual Conference were asked to indicate
whether the time spent on various activities
should increase, remain the same, or decrease.
Overall, the majority of those who had attended
were pleased with the program time allocations.
The area most fiquently noted (50.8%) for
greateremphasiswas Peer Interaction/Networking.less than ten percent indicated there should
be an increase in the General Sessions or social
activities. Approximately one-third indicated
an interest in increasing the time for Continuing
EducationCourses,Exhibits,Division Programs,
and Career Opportunities. Respondents were
not asked if they wouldbe willing to spendextra
time at the Annual Conference to accommodate
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the increased program length in the areas where
they expressed interest.
Other responses regarding importance included visits to libraries, films, problem solving, fewer paper presentations, softwareproduct demos and workshops, plus conducting all
five MiddleManagementInstitutesat the Conference.
Attendance Decision Factors
Fourteen items were ranked according to
their degree of importance in making the decision to attend the Annual Conference. Using a
weighted average from the four importance
value factors produces the Table 7 ranking
arranged from the most important to least
important.
The general sessions hold slightly more importance to those new to the field and less
importanceto those who have been in it for some
time. Those who have been in the field the
longest tend to place slightly less value on
continuing education programs conducted as
part of the Annual Conference.This samegroup
is more likely to rate Division programming as
"very important." Those who have been in the
field only a short time or more than 11years are

Table 7 Impact of Certain Factors
on Annual Conference Attendance
Factor

Relevance
Total Cost
Location
Division Program
Exhibits
Employer's Interest
Cont. Education Programs
Previous Conf. Experience
General Sessions
Keynote Speakers
Accommodations
Career Opportunity
To Support SLA
Social

Mean

1.433
1.676
1.787
1.909
1.939
2.172
2.205
2.222
2.281
2.609
2.693
2.738
2.770
2.871

Scale: 1-Very Important, 2-Moderately I m p tant. 3 Slightly Important, 4-Not Important at

All
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more likely to rate the exhibits as "very important." As might be expected, career opportunities (recruiting) are most importantto those who
are new in the field. Employer interest in the
member's attendance was "not at all important"
to the onequarterof the mostexperiencedmembers. Itwas somewhatmoreimportantthough to
those who were in the mid-range of time in the
field. Total cost was important to everyone, but
somewhat less important to the most experienced members, presumably due to their higher
incomes and professional identity.
VI. Information Services
This portion of the survey dealt with SLA's
publicationsand InformationResourcesCenter.

Professional Reading
The first question pertained to which titles
are valued for professional reading purposes,
both from SLA and other sources. Respondents were asked to evaluate each title on a
scale of one to five with one being "Very
Valuable" and five being "Do Not Read." The
mean ratings from these responses allows title
to be ranked from the most valuable to the least
with the results in Table 8.
SpecialLibrarieswas found to be valuableby
%% of therespondents. One-third found it to be
"Very Valuable." Corporate employees tended
to valueSpecMlLibrariessomewhatmorehighly
than did members in other types of organizations. Other titles which members listed as valuable included the Canadian Library Journal,
Database, and Information Today. American
Libraries was perceived as "more valuable" as
professional reading among academic and government members. Academic and government
employees are the most likely to read Library
Journal. Library Trends appeals most to academics. Online was most valued by corporate
and self-employed members. Academic members were the most likely to read WilsonLibrary
Bulletin.Collectively,professionaljournals were
not valued as highly in 1991 as they were in
1986. The survey does not explore whether this
is content or time related.
The survey asked the importance of SLA's
books in meeting nine areas of professional
interest. Based on mean rating factors,with the

Table 8

Value of Specific
Professional Journals

Title

Mean Evaluation
Factor

1.944
2.916
2.951
3.428
4.156
4.263

Special Libraries
Library Journal
Online
American Libraries
Library Trends
ASIS Journal

Values: 1-Very Valuable, 2-Moderately Valuable, 3-Slightly Valuable, 4-Not Valuable At
All. 5-DoNot Read

Table 9 Interest Value of SLA Books
Topic

Mean Evaluation
Factor

Technology/Information
Management
Library Management/
Skills Training
Software ApplicationsfReview
Marketing
General Management
(Communications, etc.)
FinancialDudgeting
Personal Development
Human Resources
International Information
& Issues

2.624
2.634
2.847
2.861
2.929
3.018
3.102
3.120
3.210

Values: 1-Very Important, 2-Moderately Important, 3-Slightly Important, CNot Important
At All

most important topics listed first, results were
as seen in Table 9.
For books on software, general management, personal development, financiamudgeting issues, human resources, international
information and issues, as well as "other"
librarylinformation topics, no significantdifference was found between those who decide
and those who influence the purchase decision. Of those who have decision making
power the subjects which were rated as either
"very important" or "moderately important"

received the following interest level: software-38.2%, library managementiskills
training47.9%, general management34.6%,personal development-27.2%, financialhudgeting-30.4%, human resources25.5%,marketing-38.0%, technologylinformation management47.8%, international
information and issues-22.3%,
and
"other"--12.1 %.
Library management, marketing,and technology/information management books had
greater appeal among those who make purchase decisions opposed to those who influence purchase decisions. Approximately half
those who have decision making power consider library management and technology1
information management books to be either
"very important" or "moderately important."
For marketing books this percentage was
40.3%.
Not surprisingly the professional readings
subjects parallel in degree of interest much of
what is reflected in preferences for educational programs. Both thebook interest and the
seminar interests placed the highest emphasis
on management, marketing, technology and
software. This level of importance is valuable
for predicting attendance at educational programs. Among the other areas in which interest was expressed for SLA books were library
techniques,updates and refresher courses,job
seeking resources, and more frequent salary
surveys.
Book Purchases
Purchaseswere examined with regard to the
effectivenessof various marketing methods in
making the purchase decision. Among the
respondents,95.4%wereawareof SLA's books
and 63.2% had purchased them. No questions
covered whether or not library management
books were purchased from other publishers
either as part of the special library collection or
for individual professional development. Presumably some of the familiarity with SLA's
books might also come through interlibrary
loan. For those who responded that a particular
marketing method had influenced their purchase decision, the corresponding percentage
is indicated in Table 10.
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Table 10 Criteria Used In Book
Purchase Decisions

SpeciaList
Specidist, SLA's monthly newsletter, includes several regular sections. Respondents
were asked to rank the value of these regular
features on a scale of five. Almost all the
respondents found Specidist to be a valuable
publication. The greatest value was placed on
"Coming Events." Approximately two-thirds
or more of the respondents found the following itemsto be moderate1y if not very valuable:
"Program Updates," "Continuing Education
Opportunities," "Professional News and Announcements," "Chapter and DivisionNews."

valuable. Other areas of the IRC's services
which were viewed as useful by most users
were interlibrary loan, referrals, and the "Library Management Documents Collection."
In looking to ways to add new services
through the IRC, two-thirds of the respondents
showed interest in an online directory of subject experts for peer networking. This interest
came mostly from those members who are
self-employed or who work for corporate and
not-for-profit organizations. Half the respondents expressed interest in using an electronic
bulletin board. There was slightappeal for feebased research among the newest members
and those who had not served in volunteer
leadership positions within SLA. Such people
would appeartobe those least familiar with the
profession. One member indicated this was
hisher business and that competition would
not be welcomed; however, 39%of those who
are self-employed stated they would probably
use such a service. Had the question on bulletin boards been phrased to separate interest in
an SLA-operated bulletin board from an SLA
bulletin board with a commercial network, the
response rate may have been higher. With the
proliferation of online resources, many special
librariansarebeginningto resist learning additional protocols. The longer-term members
were somewhat less likely to use an electronic
bulletin. Length of membership was not a
factor in determining interest level for these
various services.

Information Resources Center
Three questions dealt with SLA's InformationResourcesCenter, a service which is available to members, staff, and the public. Nearly
half the members surveyed were not familiar
with the IRC. More than two-thirds of those
who had been members of SLA for two years
or less were unaware of it and one-third of the
long-term members (16 years or more) were
unaware of theIRC, as well. This indicates that
more marketing may be in order if there is staff
available to meet the demands.
The most valuable IRC service was telephone reference. Nearly a third of those who
had used it rated this service to be "Extremely
Useful" and 88% of its users found it to be

VII. Research
The placement of the Research Program
question within the survey form may have
hindered responses as it followed the question
on fee-based research as a service of the IRC.
Some respondents may not have distinguished
between the two concepts, as nearly 70% of
those surveyed were unaware of SLA's research efforts. Even those members who were
among the most experienced were largely unaware of the Research Program. One might
expect those members with research type organizations to have noted what the Association was doing; however, organization type
had no bearing on awareness of the Research
Program. Of those who were aware of SLA's

Awareness Source

Percentage Influenced
In Purchase
Decision Making

Publications Catalog
Direct Mail Promotion
Professional Journal Advertisement
Reviews in Publications
Colleague's Recommendation
Conference Exhibit
Professional Journal Citation

30.2
22.2
17.2
21.1
14.0
12.5
11.6

Among the other reasons given for purchasing books were a pre-approved type of book
from the distributor, seeking information, and
need. One person suggested that the books be
made available with SLA workshops.
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efforts, nearly all placed value on this membership service. The lack of awareness of
SLA's Research Program can most likely be
attributed to the fact it is a new program and
just recently awarded its first research grant.
When additional Research Program projects
and servicesbecome available,it is anticipated
that awareness will increase.
The open-endedquestion for any topic area or
issue in which members felt SLA should be
fostering research brought more response than
any similar question in the survey where ideas
were solicited. Clearly there is a perceived need
for research in a wide range of topics. Among
some of the reoccurring topics were measuring
the value and status of the library and its staff
within the organization, the image of librarians,
globalization of information, technology, education, networking, innovative practices in the
special library, legal issues, etc.
Sinceresearch is one of the three priorities in
SLA's Strategic Plan, it is imperative that the
Research Program be tied to the interests expressed by the membership. The "Biennial
Salary Survey" which will be conducted in
1992 is one area where there is documented
need by the membership. The current Research Grant is aimed at measuring the value
of the library, which of course has direct ramifications on the image of the librarian. Other
projects in the design stage will address several other interests expressed by the members
in the responses to the open ended question on
topics for research.
VIII. Public Affairs

Government Relations
Since 1986familiarity with SLA's Government Relations Program has increased two
and a half times. Three quarters of those who
were familiar with the program found it to be
"very valuable" or "moderately valuable."
Awareness of the program and the ratings of
its importance tended to increase with years in
the field. Although organization type has no
correlation with the responses for this question, many members may not be aware of how
government impacts on libraries, as their jobs
are primarily administrative. Consequently

they do not think in terms of what the Association may be doing in this area.
Public Relations
Far more members (56%) were aware of
SLA's Public Relations Program than its Research Program, and slightly more members
were aware of the Public Relations Program
than were aware of the Government Affairs
Program. Awareness tended to increase with
the years of service in the field and did not
correlate with an organization type. Otherpossible explanations for the greater awareness of
the Public Relations program are that the communication effort reaches more members and
that the program has been in existence longer
than the Government Affairs and Research
Programs. Of those who were aware of the
Public Relations Program, almost three-quarters rated it "moderately valuable" or "very
valuable." This support level lends justification to SLA's Strategic Plan which includes
public relations as a priority.
Next, respondents were asked to answer or
express an opinion about four alternativeswith
the statement "I feel SLA's Public Relations
program could improve the visibility of the
profession and my role vis a vis..." Approximately 20% did not respond to this statement;
among those who did respond there was strong
agreement that SLA should play a role in this
area.
Based on the statisticsin Table 11, members
look to SLA first for help in improving their
visibility with those whom they do not have
direct contact, i.e. the information community
and the general public.
Association Name
Members were asked to evaluate the name
"Special Libraries Association" with regard to
accurately describing the make-up of the
present membership and with regard to accurately serving to attract the appropriate professionals into the Association. About 85% of
those who expressed an opinion agree that the
name describes the present membership. Although slight, there was less support for the
Association name among academic members
than with members in other types of organiza-
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Table 1 1

Strongly Agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

SLA's Role in Pubk Relations
the
information
community

my
employer

the
general
public

34.1%
57.1
7.3
1.5

36.5%
44.1
16.4
3.0

42.7%
45.9
9.6
1.8

my
colleagues

23.2%
56.2
16.6
4.0

tions. Approximately 80%of those expressing
an opinion were in agreement that the name
attracts the appropriate professionals into the
Association. Strongest agreement regarding
the Association name attracting the appropriate professionals came from corporate, academic, government and not-for-profit members. The most frequently suggested alternative name was "Specialized Libraries Association."

tional initiatives are listed below in order of
importance to the membership:

IX. Other Program Services
The final section of the survey dealt with
other programs and services, proposed activities, and overall satisfactionwith the Association.
First, members were asked if they had contacted SLA Headquarters by telephone or letter in the last six months. Most members have
not made direct contact with Headquarters. Of
those who had, nearly 90% had found the
contact to be satisfactory or very satisfactory.
This reflects significantimprovementover the
1986 satisfaction mte of 83.8%. Those who
were not satisfied with the contact had expected more help or follow up on their requests, quite possibly in some cases beyond
the level of service which the staff is able to
provide. The responses do not identify any
potential problem areas which would produce
a greater satisfaction level.
Next, members were asked to rate five international programs in terms of importance to
them as members. The greatest importance
was attached to SLA's "Representation In
International Information Organizations."
Here, 78% of the respondents attached some
importance to SLA's involvement and nearly
60%valued it as "very important" or "moderately important." The remaining four intema-

Resource Clearinghouseon International
Issues; and

Intensified Public Relations EffortsConcerning the Importance of International
Information Issues;
Assistance to Developing Areas (Material Assistance1 Other Information Services Support);

Promotion of Association-Sponsored
Research on International Themes.
Two of these areas, (1) international representation of SLA and (2) the promotion of
association-sponsoredresearchoninternational
themes, are closely tied with the Association's
StrategicPlan and the SLA's Research Agenda.
Next, a wide range of potential and current
SLA programs and services were rated in
terms of their importance to the individual
member. Two types of rating scales were used
to gain greater insight into the value placed on
each alternative.The first method usedarating
scale from 1 to 5 based on importance to the
member. The second method asked the respondent to assign a point value to each item,
making sure that the total point value did not
exceed 100. The point value rating served as a
method for allocating resources opposed to
assigning importance.
For both rating methods, the highest ranked
current and proposed services and programs
were: the Annual Conference, Professional
Development Programs, Special Libraries,
Specidist, Chapter activities, Division activi-

ties and Who's Who (SLA's membership directory). These priorities are almost identical to those in 1986.
These results are a concise guide to assist in
planning, based on the values the members
place on various programs and services. This
information, along with other data contained
in the survey, provides a wealth of knowledge
that is critical for planning SLA activities and
for defining goals consistent with the interests
of the membership. It allows for balancing the
more visionary, long-term goals with the key
interests of the members, i.e., professional
development, publishing, the Annual Conference, etc. The Association will continue to
support these key areas of interest to retain
current members and gain new ones.

the organization.
SLA's program staff is in the process of
developing action plans to reflect the survey
findings in their respective program areas. In
addition a presentation is scheduled for SLA's
Winter Meeting in January 1992, where the
survey fmdings that relate to Chapters and
Divisions will be discussed in depth with their
respective officers.
The 1991 SLA Membership Survey was an
ambitious undertaking. The professional commitment of those who responded have made this
document a valuable planning tool. The Association is grateful to those who took the time to
contribute answers and opinions. These answers will help in developingmany Association
programs and activities for the information professional and special librarian.

Evaluation and lmplementotbn
As in 1986, the purpose of the Membership

Needs Assessment Survey was to gather comprehensive information on members and their
needs. This information will be utilized extensively in the years to come by the Association,
including its Divisions and Chapters, to develop and implement both current and new
programs and services.
At the October 1991 meeting of SLA's
Board of Directors, the survey findings were
discussed in the context of present and future
policy direction for the Association. It was
concluded that the s w e y results, in general,
support the current ac tivitiesand operations of

Geographic groups within the U.S. which
appear in the survey are based on U.S. Census
Bureau definitions. These are:
New England (CT,MA. ME, NH, Rl,VT)
Middle Atlantic (NJ, NY, PA)
East North Central (IL, IN, MI. OH, WI)
West North Central (L4,KS, MN, MO, NE, ND,
SD)
South Atlantic (DC, DE, FL, GA, MD. NC, SC,
VA, WV)
East South Central (AL, KY, MS, TN)
West South Central (AR. LA, OK, TX)
Mountain (AZ. CO, ID, MT,NM, NV,UT,WY)
Pacific (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA)

Ann Thompson is Director, Research, Special libraries Association.
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On the Stene
1992/93 Candidates for SLA Office
For President-Elect
MIRIAM A. DRAKE is Dean and Director of Libraries,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA.
Past Employment: Purdue University Libraries and AudioVisual Center: Assistant Director for Library Support Servicesand
Professor (1981-84); Assistant Director for Administrative Services (197641); Head, Research Development Unit (1974-76);
Research Librarian (1972-74); Self-employed consultant (1%572); Marketing ServicesAssistant, Kenyon & Eckhardt (196345);
Associate, United Research (195843).
MIRIAM A.
DRAKE

Education: B.S.,(Economic Analysis) SimmonsCollege(1958);
Graduate work, (Economics) Harvard University (1959-60);
M.S.L.S., Graduate School of Library and Information Science,
Simmons College (197 1).
SLA Member Since: 1972.
SLA Chapter Activities: Indiana Chapter: President (19771978); Vice PresidentlPresident Elect (1976-1977).
SLA Division Activities: Library ManagementDivision: member, Education Committee (1978).
SLA Association-level Activities: H. W. Wilson Awards Committee (19861988); President's Task Force on the Value of the
Information Professional (19861987); President's Task Force on
the Enhancementof the Image of the Librarian/rnformationProfessional (1989); Chair, Research Committee (1988-1990); member,
Committee on Committees (1991-1992).
Other Professional Activities: President, Indiana Cooperative
Library Services Authority (1978-1979); Delegate, Indiana
Governor's Conferenceon Library and Information Services (1978);
Director at Large, Library Research Roundtable, American Library
Association (1978-1981); Vicechair,BoardofTrustees,OCLC,Inc.
(1978-1980); Chair, Board of Trustees, OCLC, Inc. (1980-1983);
Chair, Finance Committee (1983-1984); Delegate, White House
Conference(1979); Visiting Scholar, School of Library andhformation Studies, University of California, Berkeley (1980); Councilor at
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Large, American Library Association (19861984, 1986-1990);
Chair, Committee on Research, American Library Association
(1983-1986); EditorialBoard, OnlineLibrariesandMicrocomputers
(l98%pesent); EditorialBoard,College&ResearchLibraries(19841990);Advisory Board,ALA Yearbook(1987-1990); member, American Management Association (1981-present); Board of Visitors,
University of Pittsburgh, School of Library and Information Science
(1987-present); Editorial Board, Database (1987-present); Advisory Board, Office of Technology Assessment, U. S. Congress,
"Technology, Public Policy, and the Changing Nature of Federal
Information Dissemination" (1986-1988); Board of Visitors, Case
Westem University,Divisionof InformationServices(1988-present);
Editorial Board, Science and Technology Libraries (1989-present);
Chair, Baber Awards Committee (1990-1991); Editorial Board,
Research & Education Networking (1990-present).

Honors: Beta Phi Mu; Omicron Delta Kappa; SLA, H. W.
Wilson Award (1983); Library Management Division, award for
editing special issue of Special Libraries (1983); Simmons College, School of Library and Information Science, Alumni Achievement Award (1985); SLA President's Award (1988); Library
Automation Pioneer Award (1990).
Publications: In addition to many articles and technical reports
published in books and journals, Ms. Drake has given more than 70
conference papers. The following is representative of her current
interests: "Management of Information," College & Research
Libraries 50 (September 1989) 521-531; "Research and Special
Libraries," Special Libraries (Fall 1989) 264-268; "Library Managerxhief Information Officer," IATUL Quarterly 5 (Summer
1991) 137-141.

JAMES M. MATARAZZO is Professor at the Simmons
College Graduate School of Library and Information Science,
Boston, MA.

JAMES M.
MATARAZZO

Past Employment: Serials Librarian, Document Library & Head
of Technical Reports, Massachusetts Institute of Technical Libraries
(1%8-69); Government Documents Librarian (1%7-68); Assistant
Science Librarian and Map Librarian (1%5-67); Library Assistant,
Boston College Science Library (196G-65). Dr. Matarazzo has also
taught as a visiting faculty member at the University of Pittsburgh,
Texas Women's University, the University of Washington, the University of Arizona, and Wayne State University.
Education: B.S., Boston College (1963); M.S., Simmons College (1%5); M.A., Boston College (1972); PhD, University of
Pittsburgh (1979).
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SLA Member Since: 1965
SLA Chapter Activities: Boston Chapter:Chair, Membership
Committee (1967-70); Chair, Education Committee (1970-73);
member,NominatingCommittee &MembershipCommittee(197172); member,Recruitrnent Committee (1972-73); Director,(197375); President (1979-81); Chair, Nominating Committee (198788).
SLA Division Activities: Library ManagementDivision:member; Chair, Human Resources Section (1985-86).
SLA Association-Level Activities: Representative to the Library Binding Institute (1971-74); StudentRelationsofficer(197476); Chair-Elect, Chapter Cabinet (1983-84); Chair, Chapter
Cabinet (1984-85); Chair, SLA President's Task Force on the
Value of the Information Professional(198647); member, Special
Committee on Research (1987-88); member, President's Task
Force on theEnhancementof the Image of theLibrarim (1988-89);
member, Research Committee(1989-90); Representative to ALISE
(1990-91).
Other Professional Memberships: American Library Association, ALISE (Association of Library and Information Science
Educators).
Honors: Marion & Jasper Whiting Foundation Award (197677); SLA Professional Award (1984); SLA Library Management
Division, Chairman's Award for Original Research on Corporate
Library Excellence(1986); SLA President's Award (1988);Fellow
of Special Libraries Association (1988); Certificate of Excellence
in Public Relations from the SLA Public Relations Committee
(1990); SLA Professional Award (1991); H.W. Wilson Award for
the best article in Special Libraries (199 1).
Publications: Professor Matarazzo is the author, editor, coauthor or co-editor of ten published monographs. These include:
President's Task force on the Value of the Information Professional (SLA, 1990), Valuing Corporate Libraries: A Survey of
Senior Managers (SLA, 1990), Corporate Library Excellence
(SLA, 1990). He is the author or co-author of many articles which
include "Tactics for Corporate Library Success," Library Journal,
September 15, 1990.
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For Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect
JANICE C. ANDERSON is President of Access Information
Associates, Inc., a library and information management consulting
firm, which she founded in 1985, in Bellaire (Houston), TX.

JANICE C.
ANDERSON

Past Employment: Marine Librarian and Assistant Manager,
Brown & Root, Inc., Technical Library, Houston, TX (1983-85);
Consulting Librarian, Phillips Uranium Corporation, Albuquerque, NM, (1978-79); Librarian, Sunset Mesa Schools, Albuquerque, NM, (1977-79); Librarian and Neighborhood Information
Center Coordinator, Houston Public Library, Jungrnan Branch,
Houston, TX (1975-76); Neighborhood Branch Librarian, Austin
Public Library, Austin, TX (1975); Reference Librarian,Collegeof
the Redwoods, Eureka, CA (1971-74); Contract Cataloging Librarian, Hurnboldt County Library, Eureka, CA (1970-71); Cataloging Librarian, Florida StateUniversity,Robert Manning Strozier
Library, Tallahassee, FL (1970).
Education: B.A., (Spanish)University ofTexasat Austin (1969);
M.S., Library Science, Florida State University (1970).
SLA Member Since: 1983
SLA Chapter Activities: Texas Chapter: Assistant Editor,
Texas Chapter SLA Bulletin (1985-86); Second VicePresident,
Bulletin Editor (1986-87); Chair, Long-Range Planning Committee (1987-89); First Vice-President, President-Elect (198990); President (1990-91); Past-President (1991-Present).
SLA Division Activities: Library ManagernentDivision: Chair,
Consultants Section (1988-89).
SLA Association-Level Activities: member, strakgic Planning
Committee (1990-91); member, Bylaws Committee (199 1-92).
Other Professional Memberships: Association of Records
Managers and Administrators; American Library Association;
Houston Online Users Group; Texas Computer Industry Council;
Demco Inc., Product Advisory Committee; Greater Houston Partnership, CEO Roundtable.
Honors: Phi Beta Kappa-University of Texas at Austin (1969);
Beta Phi Mu, Florida State University, GSLIS (1970).
Publications: Ms. Anderson has published articles and book
reviews and participated in numerous seminars, workshops, and
training activities for SLA, ALA, HOLUG, ARMA, ACS, and
other local and regional organizations including:
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"Learning Resources Department, Sterling C. Evans Library,
Texas A&M University," Texas Chapter SLA Bulletin, v.37, no.3,
June 1985, p. 8-9.
"Texas StateLibrary MicrocomputerSoftwareWorkshop," Texas
Chapter SLA Bulletin, v.37, no.3, June 1985,p.11.
"Using Online Databases for International Business Information" presented for the Southwest Regional Meeting of the Arnerican Chemical Society, May 1987, Houston, TX.
"Information and Records: Management and Retrieval" presented for the spring workshop series sponsored by the Support
Center, Houston, TX,May 1987 and March 1988.
"Marketing Your Library and Information Skills Outside the
Library," presented as part of a panel for the Houston Online Users
Group, Houston, TX. October 1988.
"Marketing Information Services" presented for the Independent Librarians' Exchange Roundtable of ALA, New Orleans,LA,
June 1989.
"Databases in Art and Architecture" presented for the Association of Architecture Librarians, May 19,1990.
"Information Consulting from Both Sides of the Table" presented for the District 8 conference of the Texas Library Association, October 6, 1990.
"Quality in Online Searching; the Challenge for the Online Reference Process" presented for a seminar sponsored by Austin ARMN
AIIM Chapters & University of Texas GSLIS, April 4,1991.

DORIS SMALL HELFER is Head, Bibliographic and
Access Control and Reference Librarian at RAND Corporation
Library.

Past Employment: Head, Technical Services Section, RAND
Corporation Library (1980-1989); Head, Cataloging Department,
RAND Corporation Library (1979-1980); Head, Cataloging Department, University of Southern California, Law Center Library
(1975-1978).
DORIS SMALL
HELFER

Education: B.A., (political science) California StateUniversity,
Northridge (1974); M.S.L., Western Michigan University (1975).
SLA Member Since: 1974
SLA Chapter Activities: Southern California Chapter: President-Elect, President, and Past-President (1987-92); Chair, Program Planning Committee (1989-90); member, Program Planning
Committee (1988-89); Chair, Nominations Committee (19S87);
Chair, Publications (1983-84); Chair, Elections Committee (198182); CalendarCoordinator (1980431); Chair,West Los Angeles Area
Meetings (1978-80).

SLA Division Activities: Science and TechnologyDivision: Chair,
Membership (1991-92); Chair, Election Committee (1989-90). Information Technology Division: Chair and Chair-Elect, Technical
Services Section (1985-87); Chair and Chair-Elect (1987-1989).
SLA Association-Level Activities: member, Cataloging and
Access Committee (1984-90).
Honors: Dean's List, California State University, Northridge
Publications: "EPIC: The Review," Database Searcher vol. 6,
no. 9, pgs. 15-23 (November 1990).

For Division Cabinet Chair-Elect
RUE E. OLSON is Director of Library Services for the IAA
& Affiliated Companies Library, Illinois Agricultural Association
in Bloomington, IL.
Past Employment: Librarian, IAA & Affiliated Companies
Library (1966-86); Assistant Librarian, IAA & Affiliated Companies Library (1960-1966).

RUE E.
OLSON

Education:A.B.A., Hen1JuniorCollege,Chicago(1948);Northwestern University (1948-1950); Illinois State University (19601964).
SLA Member Since: 1966
SLA Chapter Activities: INinoisChapter: President (1977-78);
Secretary (1970-72); SpecialProjectsCommittee(1975-78); Chapter Manual Committee (1979-84); Membership Committee(196869); President-Elect & Program Chair, Interlibrary Cooperation
Committee (1976-77).
SLA Division Activities: Food, Agriculture &Nutrition: Chair
(1981-82); Chair-Elect (1980-81); Chair, first Long Range Planning Committee (1985-87); Director (1982-83); Division Manual
Committee (1979-84); Nominating Committee (1972-73). Insurance &Employee Benefits Division: Chair (1973-74); Chair-Elect
& Bulletin Editor (1972-73); Division Manual Committee (198083); Nominating Committee (1979-80); Auditor (1991). Library
ManagementDivision: Chair,Financecommittee(1984-89). Business & Finance Division: member.
SLA Association-Level Activities: Nominating Committee
(199CL91); Statistics Committee (1981-83); Salary Survey Advi-
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sory Committee (1983); Archives Committee (1978); Agenda
Committee of the Advisory Council (1972-74).
Other Professional Memberships: American Library Association; American Society for Information Science; USAIN-United
StatesAgriculturalInfonnationNetwork,ProgramCommittee(198990); IAALD-International Association of Agricultural Librarians &
Documentalists; Chair, Specialized Libraries Section, Association
Annual Conference Planning Committee, Illinois Library Association; President, Secretary, McLean County Library Association;
Corn Belt Library System, Illinois, Director (1989-91). Secretary
(1991-92); Advisory Council of Librarians to the Graduate Library
School, University of Illinois (197679); Illinois State Library Advisory Committee for Interlibrary Cooperation (197940).
Honors: First recipient of SLA's Food, Agriculture and Nutrition Division Distinguished Member Award (1989); SLA Middle
Management Institute Graduate (1987); Delegate, Illinois White
House Conference on Libraries and Information Science (1978,
1990). Biographical listingsin Who's Who inAmerica, Who's Who
ofAmerican Women,Who's Whoin the Midwest; Who'sWho in the
World.
Publications and Presentations: "Serving in the Heartland of
Illinois,"IllinoisLibraries,March 1980;"AltemativeEnergySources
with Emphasis on Gasohol," Illinois Libraries, April 1984; "Insurance LibrariansWorking Together to Serve the Insurance Industry,"
NAIC, 19;"Indexing a Local Publication and Creating a Microcomputer Database: Planning and Implementation"; "Creating and Maintaining Micro Databases in aLibrary: APanel SharesTheir Successes
and Failures"; "KRIS: Keyword Retrieval Information System."
Moderator: Special Libraries Panel, USAIN (1990).

JEAN MARY SCANLAN is Director of the Information
Center at Price Waterhouse in Boston, MA, a position she has
occupied for 16 years.
Past Employment: Business ReferenceLibrarian,University of
Massachusetts, Amherst (1973-77); Head of Reader Services,
Babson College Library, Wellesley, MA (1969-73).
Education: M.S., (library science) GSLIS, Simmons College
(1969); B.A., (English) University of Maine (1967).
JEAN MARY
SCANLAN

SLA Member Since: 1976
SLA Chapter Activities: Boston Chapter: member, Tellers Committee (1976); Treasurer (1977-1979); member, Nominating Com-
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mittee (1980, 1984), Chair (1981); member, Program Committee
(1984).

SLA Division Activities: BusinessandFinance Division: Coordinator,Business LibrariesRoundtable(1982-83); Treasurer(198384,1985-86); Chair-Elect (1985-86); Chair (1986-87); Past Chair
(1987-88). Library Management Division: Chair, Development
Fund (1990-91).
SLA Association-Level Activities: member, Membership Committee (1987); Deputy Chair, San Francisco Conference Planning
Committee (1990-92).
Other Professional Memberships: American Library Association, member (1969-84); Chair, ALA Business Reference and
Audit Services Division Organization Committee (1980-82). Association of BostonLaw Librarians, member (1976-present); Chair,
Nominating Committee (1989). NENON, member (1980-present).
Guest Lecturer at Simmons College Graduate School of Library
and Information Science, Special Libraries course (1987, 1989);
BusinessLiteraturecourse(1986-88,1990-9 l).Nominating Committee, Simmons College GSLIS Alumni Association (1984);
Speaker, Simmons College GSLIS Alumni Day (1984). Editorial
Board,Journal ofBusiness& Finance Librarianship (198Spresent).
Chair, Price Waterhouse Forum (1986 and 1990).
Publications: Business Online: The Professional's Guide to
Electronic Information Sources, Wiley, 1989;"Comparison Shopping for Tax Research Databases," Database Magazine Vol. 13,
No. 1 (February 1990); Proceedings of the Chemical Marketing
Research Association, "Business Information Sources Update" p.
13-31,1981.

For Director
BILLIE M. CONNOR is Department Manager, Science,
Technology and Patents, Los Angeles Public Library, a title she has
held since 1979.
Past Employment: Manager, Business and Economics, Los
Angeles Public Library (1977-79); Senior Librarian, Business and
Economics, Los Angeles Public Library (1970-77); Business and
Economics Subject Specialist, Southern California Answering
Network (1969-70); Reference Librarian, Business and Technical
Service, Wichita (Kansas) Public Library (1%2-68).
BILLIE M.
CONNOR

Education: graduate of Southwest Missouri State University
(Spanish and French); graduate work at Universidad de Guanajuato
(Guanajuato, Mexico); Master of Library Service degree from
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Rutgers University; participated in many continuing education
courses, seminars, and workshops. Ms. Connor was one of 25
participants selected from throughout the U.S. for the federallyfunded Institute in Library Service to the Business Community
(State University of New York at Albany) in 1975.
SLA Member Since: 1963.
SLA Chapter Activities: Heart ofAmerica Chapter: Treasurer,
President-Elect, and President (1967-1 %8). Southern California
Chapter: Treasurer, Newsletter Editor, Nominating Committee
Chair, President-Elect, and President (1991-92).
SLA Division Activities:BusinessandFinance Division: ChairElect, Chair (1977-78); Chair, Nominating Committee. Business
and Finance Division: member. Food, Agriculture & Nutrition
Division: member. Library Management Division: member. Science-Technology Division: member.
Other Professional Activities: American Library Association
Council (1979-80); member of the ALA and AFLICIO Joint
Committee on Library ServicetoLabor Groups (199 1-93); Patent
Depository Library Association founding member, President
(1988),NewsletterEditor (1988-91); Librarians' Guild (AFSCME
Local2626) VicePresident(197 1-1973), newsletter editor (197 11973), member of Executive Board for nine terms. Currently a
member of the Network Steering Group, California Library
Networking TaskForce,appointed by StateLibrarian Gary Strong.
Participated in the rebuilding of Los Angeles Public Library's
Central Library collection following the disastrous fire of April
29, 1986.
Publications: many articles in a wide variety of publications;
compiler of three editions of Ottemiller's Index to Plays in Collections, first with John Connorandrecently with Helene Mochedlover;
an article about trade catalogs at the Los Angeles Public Library
published in Science and Technology Libraries, Fall 1990; and
frequent articles in Invent! Magazine, published by Inventors'
Workshop International Education Foundation.
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ANN T. DODSON is Director of Information Services and
Special Library Programs at OCLC Online Computer Library
Center, Inc., in Dublin, OH.
Past Employment:Founder and Manager, OCLC Library (19771990); Librarian and Technical Editor, Institute for Aerobics Research, Dallas, TX (1974-1977); Assistant Information Scientist,
University of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton, OH; Information
Specialist, Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, OH.
ANN T.
DODSON

Education: Master of Library Science, North Texas State University, Denton, TX (1976); graduate library science courses and
School Media SpecialistCertificatefor Secondary Schools,Wright
State University, Dayton, OH; postgraduate courses, The Ohio
State University, Columbus, OH: Bachelor of Arts (cum laude),
Muskingum College, New Concord, OH.
SLA Membership Since: 1978
SLA Chapter Activities: Central Ohio Chapter:Chair, Finance
and Registration,SLA Great Lakes Regional ConferenceI1 (199 192); Chair, Nominating Committee (1988-89); Newsletter Editor
(1978-80).
SLA Division Activities: Library Management Division: Chair,
Networking Committee (1985-1987).
SLA Association-Level Activities: Presenter of technical papers at SLA Annual Meetings (1981, 1980 (2 papers), and 1967);
coauthor of an article published in April 1981 issue of Special
Libraries.
Other Professional Memberships: American Society for Information Science (ASIS): Chapter Assembly Representative
(19%); Award as an Esteemed Core Member of the ASIS Central
Ohio Chapter (199 1); member, Intersociety Cooperation Committee (1990-91); Chair-Elect and Chair, Central Ohio Chapter of
ASIS (1987-89); Chapter of Year Award (1989); Editorial Board,
KIPI-ASIS Database on Databases (1985-87); Program Chair and
Chair of the Special Interest Group for Library Automation and
Networks (SIG LAN) (1982-84); Vice Chair for Hospitality and
Community Relations (including Registration), ASIS '82 Annual
Meeting; member, ASIS Publications andNetworkingcommittees.
Reference Services Review: Editorial Board (1989- ); Columbus
Area Library and Information Council of Ohio (CALICO): Board
of Trustees (1984-85); Chair, Board of Trustees (1985); LS/2000
AdvisoryCommittee(0CLC)(1984-88); LS/2000UserGroup(198390);Chair,LocalArrangements for SpringMeeting (1988),Treasurer
(1986-88); Medical Libraries Association (1975-77).
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Honors: Beta Phi Mu; listed in Who's Who in Library and
Information Services and Who's Who in the Midwest.
Publications:Ms. Dodson has authored, coauthored,or conmbuted to 15 publications, some of which were classified. In particular, she was the compiler of the two works, Collected Papers of
Frederick G . Kilgour: OCLC Years and Collected Papers of
Frederick G . Kilgour: Early Years. She also coordinated the
collection and preparation of materials for "Theme Articles on the
Governance of Networks," published as an issue of the Bulletin of
the American Society for Information Science in June 1981.

JUDY A. MACFARLANE is Senior Manager, Information
Resources/Centrededocumentation,KPMG Peat Marwick Thorne,
Montreal, Qu&x, Canada.

Past Employment: School Librarian, Montreal West High
School (1980); ReferenceLibrarim (part-time),GovernmentDocuments Department, McLennan Library, McGill University (197980); Reference and Cataloging Librarian (part-time), CBte St-Luc
Public Library (1978-79).
JUDY A.
MACFARLANE

Education: B.A., McGill University (1977); M.L.S., McGill
University (1980).
SLA Member Since: 1979
SLA Chapter Activities: Eastern Canada Chapter: Nominating Chair (1990-92); Chair, Long Range Planning Committee
(1988-89); Past-President (1987-89); President-ElectIProgramme
Chair (1985-86); Secretary (1984-85); member, Program Committee (1982-84).
SLA Association-Level Activities: Chair, Professional Development Committee (1990-92); member,Professional Development
Committee (1987-90); member, Bylaws Committee (1985-87).
Other Professional Memberships: Canadian Tax Foundation;
Association Pour Planification Fiscal et FinanciCre.
Other Professional Activities: Regular invited speaker toMcGill
University MLIS special libraries class; moderator and speaker at
various SLA Conference programs, e.g., "Understanding Corporate Culture" (199 1) and "Managerial Competencies of Corporate
Library Managers" (1988); Instructor, Quebec Library Association
continuing education course, "Selecting a Successful Computer
System"; consultant in library automation;contributor toSpecialist
and Chapter Bulletin.
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JULIA C. PETERSON is Manager, Cargill Information
Center and Corporate Archives, Cargill, Inc., Minneapolis, MN
(1976-present).
Past Employment: Business Reference Librarian, Caterpillar
Tractor Co., Peoria, IL (1973-76).
Education: B.A., (art history) University of Missouri (1971);
M.L.S.,University of Missouri (1972);avariety ofbusinesscourses.
JULIA C.
PETERSON

SLA Member Since: 1973
SLA Chapter Activities: Minnesota Chapter: Employment
Chair (1983-86); Public Relations Chair (198748).
SLA Division Activities: Food, Agriculture & Nutrition Division: Chair (1985-86). Library Management Division: Secretary
(1989-91).
SLA Association-Level Activities: member, Public Relations
Committee (1987-1990); member, ConferencePlanning Committee (1992 San Francisco Conference).
Other Professional Memberships: American Library Association LAMA, Conference Board Information Advisory Council;
International Association of Agricultural Librarians and Information Specialists;United States AgriculturalNetwork; Associates of
the National Agricultural Library; John Cotton Dana AwardJudging Committee; AlumnaeAdvisory Council-Graduate School
of Library and Information Science-University of Missouri; Task
Force on the Future of the Academic Library in Minnesota.
Other Professional Activities: President, United States Agricultural Network; member, Board of Directors of the Associates of
the National Agricultural Library; member, Cargill Technical Affairs Committee;member, Cargill SovietJoint Venture Task Force;
member, Cargill Food Market Task Force; memberlpast president,
Cargill Women's Council.
Publications: Agricultural Information Resource Centers: A
World Directoryl990.
Awards: ALA-John Cotton Dana Award for Library Public
Relations.
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IFLA 1991: Libraries and Culture
by Emily R. Mobley

The International Federation of Library
Associationsand Institutionsattempted to conduct its 57th Council and General Conference,
August 18-24,1991 in Moscow. The conference theme was "Libraries and Culture: Their
Relationship." Little did attendees know as we
left our various homes that we would be eyewitnesses to history in the making. Attendees
would witness a coup d'etat and its failure in
less than 72 hours and live through the emotions of uncertainty, electric excitement, and
fear. Those intrepid souls who "stuck it out"
also witnessed or joined in jubilation and celebration.One SLA member, who shall remain
nameless, was seen sharing a bottle of vodka
and loudly proclaiming vive la liberte with
citizens celebrating at the barricades some
hours after the coup's failure.
Conference hosts did everything they could
to maintain a semblanceof normality although
the conference site was only two blocks away
from the Russian Federation Building where
most coup action took place. Unfortunately,
most attendees were far more interested in
events in the street than the programs at hand.
Other attendees were more interested in leaving than either the programs or the events in
the street.
Attendance at meetings was down, numerous speakers made arrangements to leave before their programs tookplace,other meetings
were changed, and the ending Council meeting was cancelled due to the projected lack of
a quorum by that time. Many of us returned
home and became instant celebrities and media stars as we gave our eyewitness reports.
Numerous accounts of the non-IFLA events
will have been published by the time this
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reportappears, so I won't waste valuable space
with remembrances of what will no doubt be
very old and stale news.
A full third of the 1,500 attendees from 67
different countries were Soviet librarians from
all across the republic (as it was pre-coup),
providing an excellent opportunity to gain
firsthand knowledge of the Russian information scene. The American delegation numbered about 150, of which at least 25 percent
were SLA members. The special libraries influence was evident in the numbers who are
members of IFLA Standing Committees and
Round Tables. Many familiar faces were seen
in the conference center and at other events.
Social events also provided an opportunity to
network withcolleagues from aroundthe world
and to commiserate on our quite similar challenges in obtaining and providing information
in our respective institutions.
The American delegation was hosted by
FAXON at a lovely, and well-provisioned
reception at its Moscow office. Thus began a
round of social events which continued even
while historic events were taking place in the
city. Attendees enjoyed areception at the State
Central Concert Hall along with a performance of Romeo and Juliet by the Moscow
Classical Ballet, viewed the wonderful art
collections at the Pushkin Museum during a
private opening, ate and drank themselves into
oblivion during a joyous reception at the Palace of Congresses in the Kremlin-only hours
after the failure of the coup--and tried to keep
from spilling wine and food in the world famous wood-paneled reading room of theLenin
Library.
This IFLA conference included the biennial

meeting of the Council at which delegates
transact the business of the organization by
electing officersand voting on other important
matters. Fortunately, the first council meeting
took place on Sunday some hours prior to the
coup. For the first time in many years, two
Americans were elected officers of IFLA.
Robert Wedgeworth, Dean of Columbia's
School of Library Service, was elected president. He is only the second American to serve
as president in IFLA's 64 years of existence.
The first and previous American president was
elected in 1931. Robert Stueart, Dean of
Simmons College's Graduate School of Library and Information Science, was elected to
the IFLAExecutiveBoard. Our ownexecutive
director, David Bender, was also a candidate
for the Executive Board. Others elected to the
five-member IFLA Executive Board along
with Stueart were: Marcelle Beaudiquez,
France; Warren Horton,Australia;Eeva-Maija
Tammekann,Finland; and Marta Terry, Cuba.
Voting delegatesalso approved a new structure for IFLA which gives the Professional
Board the responsibility for coordinating all
programmaticactivities. Twonew groups were
formed-Women's Issues in Librarianshipand
User Needs. The IFLA treasurer reported that
IFLA's finances were both healthy and yet
fragile. They were healthy in that the reserves
wereusedasplannedandno capitalwas touched,
but finances were fragde because expenditures
in 1990exceeded income. The IFLA Executive
Director, Paul Nauta, reported that IFLA now
has 1,305members from 132countries,of which
42 are industrialized nations.
A number of SLA members are active in
various working groups, round tables, and
sections of IFLA. The following reports were
received by press time.
Dorothy McGarry reported that the Section
on Classification and Indexing was able to
accomplish a great deal despite the events in
the city. Interest in pros and cons of precoordination of subject headings arose during
the meeting, and members of the Standing
Committee of the Section plan to correspond
during the year on this issue and on the problems of merging subject headings from several
different databases into one database when

those headings are based on different thesauri
or subject heading lists. The Working Group
on Subject Authority Files which has been
developing Guidelines for Subject Authority
andReferenceEntries met twice and approved
a draft which will be sent out for world-wide
review in a couple of months. Once they have
received comments, the group hopes to have a
finished document, either by the New Delhi
conferenceor soon after, for publication by the
UBCIM office. Another working group, discussing internationally acceptable principles
for the construction of subject headings, expanded its one planned meeting to three,based
on the progress being made. Dorothy McGarry
will continue as Chair of the Section on Classification and Indexing.
David Benderreportedthat the Round Table
for the Management of Library Associations
conducted two meetings during the conference. During the first meeting, the Executive
Committee acted upon a number of projects
which are included in its Medium Term Program, including the Delhi pre-conferenceseminar on image and status,model library association projects, a library associations resource
center, membership recruitment, and workshopson library association management. The
1992 spring meeting of the Executive Committee will take place in Washington, DC. The
open meeting of the Round Table focused upon
the development and revitalization of library
associations in Moscow and the three Baltic
Republics. It certainly was a timely topic for as
the papers were being presented, no one was
certain about the continued existence of such
organizations. However, in light of more recent
events, one can conclude that library associations in the republics are alive and growing.
Nancy Anderson's report included comments from a paper read by a Russian member
of the Scienceand Technology StandingCommittee. He presented a bleak picture of the
current status of sci-tech libraries and librarianship in Russia. For example, the average salary of a Russian librarian was 235
rubles a month in 1990. This kind of salary
would never allow him to travel abroad or
purchase new equipment. The exchange rate
was 32 rubles to the U.S. dollar when we were
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there, so his salary was well below 10 U.S.
dollars/month. The Science and Technology
Standing Committee also discussed completion of the Committee's project, World Guide
toDoctoralDissertations in Science and Technology, scheduled for publication in 1993. A
new project wasproposed-a feasibility study
to see if low orbit satellite technology can
improve electronic communication in developing countries. The committee approved this
project, as well as the informational brochure
to developing countries which Nancy put together. Nancy was re-elected as Secretary of
the Science and Technology Libraries Standing Committee and also elected Secretary of
the Special Libraries Division's Coordinating
Board.
Stanley Kalkus, a member of the Social
ScienceLibrariesStandingCommitteereported
that Michael E.D. Koenig was elected secretary of the Standing Committee. Kalkus was
one of the presenters of papers at the Section's
open meeting. Generally speaking, Stanley
thought the conference was a great success
which went on almost undisturbed by the coup
attempt. He felt the only negative part of the
conference was the exhibits, which were poor,
difficult to access, and booths were not staffed
by many ofthewestern exhibitors. I thinkstanley
deserves an Explorers Badge of Merit because I
never did find the exhibits, which were in a
venue some distance from the conference site.
Monica Ertel, a member of the Information
Technology Standing Committee,reported on
several meetings dealing with the creation,
storage, retrieval, manipulation, display, and
communication of information for all types of
libraries. The Standing Committee also supports the development and application of a
wide range of international standards. She
reported that it was busy, fun, exciting, and
challenging as she maneuvered her way back
and forth to the conference via the spotless
Moscow metro or negotiated with wily cab
drivers in dollars and cigarettes. She wrote
about hearing shots in the night and an eerie
cab ride to the airport at 5 a.m. in the morning.
She is confident that she will return to the
SovietUnion (or whatever it may be called by
that time).
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Programs
Papers presented at the numerous programs
were of varying quality. much as we've come
to expect at our national meetings. Topics
covered the breadth of librarianship. Many
papers were presented by our Russian colleagues. It was evident from the programs I
attended and the other papers which I read that
the challenges and opportunities extant in the
information profession are global. We have as
much to learn from our internationalcolleagues
as they from us.
Unfortunately,someof the sessionsatwhich
the most pertinent papers were to be presented
were cancelled. I particularly wanted to hear
papers scheduled at the sessions presented by
the Working Group on Management (Stephens
and Goforth, Koenig) and the status and image
paper to be presented by Prins. Thus, I have no
further information on the topics but abbreviated copies of the papers are available. The
papers listed below are but a small fraction of
the many presented and have been selected
because they may be of particular interest to
SLA members. Copies havebeen forwarded to
the Information Resources Center at SLA
Headquarters and are available upon request.
Requests should be made to Kathryn Dorko,
Manager, Information Resources. The numbers in parentheses refer to the paper number.
"Libraries and Culture." N.N. Gubenko,
USSR. (96a)
"IFLA'S Medium-Term Programme, 19861991, a Tentative Evaluation." Ernst Kohl,
Germany. (140)
"Chinese Libraries for the Promotion of
InternationalCultural Exchange and Cooperation." Li-Yi-Ti, China. (59)
"University Libraries in the USSR."
Vyacheslav V. Mosyagin, USSR. (24)
"Tomorrow is Another Today for University Library Services." G.G. Allen, Western
Australia. (41)

"Development of Atlas Cartography in the
USSR." O.A. Yevteyev and N. Ye.
Kotelnikova, USSR. (5)
"Sovuzmedinfom Computer Technology
and Soviet Medical Data Bases." B. Loguinov,
USSR. (69)
"Experiences in Using Soviet Databases in
Scandinavia." Sauli Laitinen, Finland. (107)
"Developments in Imaging Technology for
Arts Information." Merrill Wadsworth Smith,
USA and Patrick A. Purcell, UK. (57)

sion, Tomorrow's Solution?"
MacDougall, UK. (74)
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"Status, Image and Reputation of Librarianship: Results of a Empirical Study."
Hans Prins, Netherlands. (91)
"The Indivisibility of Art Librarianship."
Philip Pacey, UK. (84)
"International Exchangeof ArtPublications:
SomePointsforDiscussion." J. Margaret Shaw,
Australia. (85)

"Social Dynamics and Library Tradition
(The Russian Libraries in the Years of Great
Changes of History: 1905, 1917, 1989)." M.
Afanasjev, USSR. (98)

"Materials for the Study of RussianISoviet
Art and Architecture: Problems of Selection,
Acquisition, and Collection Development for
Research, in Historical Perspective." E.
Kasinec and R.H. Davis, USA. (86)

"The Place of the Periodical Press in the
Perestroika of Librarianship." L.M. Inkova,
USSR. (15)

"Collections, Scientific Activities, Literature Acquisition in the Library of the State
Hemitage." E.I. Makarova, USSR. (127)

"The Development of International Standards: Exploring the ISO/IFLA Relationship."
Patricia R. Harris, USA. (20)

"From Keeping to Knowledge, Theatre Library in Changing World." L.V. Krotkova,
USSR. (134)

"Collection Development and Management
Problems Associated with Russian and Slavic
Newspapers: the Hoover Institution Library's
Experience." Judith Fortson, USA. (47)

"Fine Arts Data and Data Banks in the
USSR." D.G. Pertsev, USSR. (135)

"The Newspaper Collection of the Lenin
State Library and its Opening and Access."
Olga Yadykina, USSR. (1 18)
"The Lenin State Library of the USSR as a
National Library and Official Publications."
T.V. Ershova, USSR. (13)
"Electronic Document Delivery and Libraries: Technologies, Strategies, and Issues."
Leigh Swain and Gary Cleveland, Canada.
(113)
"The Beilstein Institute Facsimile Project."
Reinhard Ecker, Germany. (1 14)
"Performance Assessment: Today's Confu-

"Conversion Technology of Multilingual
Card Catalogues of Lenin State Library in
Machine ReadableForm with the Use of Scanning Devices." A. Vostrikov and Yu. Fenin,
USSR. (65)
"The Application of Life Cycle Costing in
Libraries: A Case Study Based on Acquisition
and Retention of Library Materials in the British Library." Andy Stephens, UK. (27)
"Library Use of Cost Analysis and Cost
Recovery." Johanna Goforth and Michae1E.D.
Koenig, USA. (111)

IFLA 1992
The 58th General Conference of IFLA will
take place August 30September 5,1992 in
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New Delhi, India. The Conference theme will
be "Library and Information Policy Perspectives." Subtopics include: conceptual framework for national library and informationpolicies; organization and design of national library systems for effective operations-difference between regions around the world;
role of public, academic and special libraries
in providing informationneeds; users and their
needs; staff training and development; impact
of national policies on scientific, technical,
cultural and social develop men^ and role of
regional and international cooperation. The
Council which meets biennially to discuss and
vote on Association business is not scheduled
to meet. There was some unfinished business
from the Moscow conference due to the can-

cellation of the final council meeting. Whether
or not the business will be handled by mail
ballot or deferred to the 1992meeting remains
to be seen. Let us hope that events in India will
not cause this conference to be as exciting as
IFLA 1991.
Members interested in attending many contact IFLA Headquarters for registration materials. The final program announcement contains many of the details (registration fees,
hotels, etc.). If you need the information in a
hurry, contact the author (3171494-2000).
David Bender and I will co-presenta session
on IFLA during the SLA Conference in San
Francisco. If you are interested in international
librarianship, I urge you to attend.

E d y I.
Mobley is Dean of Libraries, Purdue ~ n i v e r z and
~ , a ~ r ~ r e s i d eofn Special
t
Libraries
1991
delegate
to
IFLA.
Association. She is the
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Information Services:
Gateway to Competitive Advantage
The Special Libraries Association
83rd Annual Conference
San Francisco, CA
June 6-1 1, 1992

San Francisco is known to many as one of
the world's most interesting cities, a leading
center of culture, finance, and industry in the
United States. But what makes San Francisco
San Francisco?
Surrounded on three sides by the Pacific
Ocean and San Francisco Bay, San Francisco's
"The City" has a population of 727,000; it is
comprised of 129 square miles... 83 square
miles of which is water! (leaving acompact 46
square miles for land-lovers). Built on and
around more than 40 hills, it is home to some
of the steepest streets in the world.
Thenation's fourth largest metropolitanarea
earns its sobriquet4'every-body'sfavoritecity."
Indeed, no matter how many times you've
been there, there is always something new.
There is no question that San Franciscoweather
is ideal. The temperature rarely rises to 80
degrees or drops below 30. In June, the temperature ranges from a high of about 65" to a
low of 53". Rain? None to mention, although
there is always a chance for fog, but that is part
of the charm, beauty, and intrigue of the city!
Things to do? Well, this year's Annual Conference will be concentrating on the Pacific
Rim. What better place to examine the different cultures, lifestyles, attitudes of that region
than in this diverse city. A city that offers
cuisine from Thai to Vietnamese and from
French to an Australian vegamite sandwich.
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And the shopping! There is the Wharf area,
Union Square, Market Street. Maiden Lane
(once known as Morton Street-a red light
district-today harbors trendy boutiques),and
everything in between. Music ranges from
opera to jazz to the symphony.What is there to
see? Wine country-the Napa ValleySausalito,andBerkeley, are only a few spotsto
visit. Nature abounds every-where...and there
is also Candlestick Park and baseball! There
are as many things to do and see as the imagination allows.
San Francisco is for everyone. It's a great
place to begin a vacation; there are so many
places nearby all within a day's mp. It's possible to be anywhere for $5 in a cab, in less than
10 minutes. If you have a little more time,
chances are you can walk where you want to
go in 10-15 pleasant minutes. A walk around
the city will bring you a wealth of rewards,
many of them inexpensive, some free. "One
minute you're in the convention center at a
meeting, and ten minutes later you're sipping
cappuccino in a neighborhood restaurantit's wonderful..."
Indeed, perhaps Rudyard Kipling put it best,
"San Francisco has only one drawback-'tis
hard to leave." Mark your calendars now for
June 6-11.. .when you will leave for this wonderful place and be involved in an exciting
Conference as only San Francisco could host.

C ~ i i ho
t 1992 Spal Libmries Assaintan
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Information Services:
Gateway to Competitive Advantage
The 1992 Conference, occurring at a vital
period historically, economically,and internationally, will emphasize the value to be added
by quality information services in organizations of all types.
The Conference will explore expanded, redefined roles for information managers and
librarians as they become:
powerful partners in research advancement,
explorers in forgoing stronger international communication links, and
effective marketers in expanding the use
of information.
Those who succeed will have the competitive advantage for themselves, their profession, and their organizations.
SLA ConferenceDivision Plannersare making special efforts to emphasize professional
relations with international libraries, specifically those in the Pacific Rim countries. In
fact, Tuesday, June 9, has a special subtheme
for the Conference:
"Global Connections Link Information
Professionals"

The focus here will be on topics and issues of
special interest about the Pacific Rim countries.
The day's General Session program will
offer an overview of the area, its growing
importance to the world, and especially the
United States. Basic demographic, political,
cultural, and economic information will be
presented to provide a context for the other
Pacific Rim sessions that will take place.
Concurrent sessions will focus on:
"Emergence of an Information Sector on
the Future of Information Work in the
Asian-Pacific Region";
"Information about Korea: One of the
Fastest Developing Nations in the Pacific Rim";
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"Online Information Sources for the Pacific Rim";
"Machine Translation and Its Impact on
Information Transfer in the Pacific Rim";
and
"Pacific Rim Research Centers"

Division and Committee Programs
The core of SLA's Conference is the business and informational sessions developed by
SLA Committees and Divisions. All SLA Divisions and most SLA Committees will host
business meetings during the Conference. It is
important for members to schedule attendance
at their respective business sessions; it is an
opportunity to stay abreast of activities and
ongoing projects. Most importantly, it is a
chance to voice opinionson projects and decisions that will guide SLA into the '90s.
To augment the business sessions, SLA Divisions have prepared sessions specifically
addressing issues of concern to the profession;
sessions will discuss specific technical issues
of interest to Division members and how those
issues impact upon the profession as a whole.
Session content includes:

Report from IFLA
Workforce2000 in Library Management
Technostress
How Do You Practice?
Internet Update
Roads That Talk and Cars That Think
Wide Area Information Servers: A
Supercomputer on Every Desk
The Information Center's Role in Emerging Technology & Industry Information
Global Connections Link Information
Professionals

Professional Development Programs
SLA's Professional Development Program
provides appropriate learning opportunities
for information professionals at every career
level. Whether you are an entry-level information specialist or seasoned manager, SLA's
AnnualConferenceProfessional Development
Program has a learning experience designed to

meet your needs. A broad range of topics and
activities will be offered at the 1992 Conference. The San Francisco Conference will feature 20 one-day continuing education courses,
two units of the Middle Management Institute,
and an executive management course for seasoned information professionals preparing for
positions at the executive level.
Continuing Education Courses. Since the
1960s, SLA's continuing education courses
have been instrumental in providing information professionals with the knowledge and
skills to succeed. By preparing them for new
responsibilities in library and information
management, SLA's continuing education
courses help members meet the changing requirements of the profession, enabling them to
advance their careers.
This year's 20 one-day continuing education courses will take place Saturday, June 6
and Sunday, June 7. Topics such as expert
systems and managing new technologies will
be offered in the information management
area. A new course on Total Quality Management will be introduced this year to give members insight into the management process taking America by storm. Courses on working
smarter, performance appraisal, and management communications will help participants
sharpen key management skills.
SLA's Annual Conferencecontinuing education courses offer entry and mid-level professionals many topics to choose from. Those with
more experiencemay want to take advantageof
this valuable educational resource to supplement their knowledgein aparticular area,orfind
out moreaboutemergingtechnologiesand management concepts. Participants will earn 0.6
continuing education units (CEUs)and a certificate upon completion of each course.

Middle Management lnstitute
SLA's MiddleManagementInstitute (MMI)
focuses on the needs of information professionalswith five or more years of management
experience. The MMI is the second step in
SLA's Professional Development Program,
which provides a progression of learning opportunities.

Developed to provide practical training in
key areas of management, this certificate program sharpens participants' skills through a
combination of expert instruction and interactive learning exercises. The MMI is a 75-hour
program consisting of five interated units.
Units may be taken independently or as part of
the complete MMI sequence. Topics include:
management skills;
analytical tools;
human resources;
marketing and public relations; and
technology and applications
Each unit is2 '/2days (15 hours) in duration.
Participants earn 1.5 CEUs for completing
each unit. A certificate of achievement is presented upon completion of all five MMI units.
Besides the Conference MMI opportunities,
MMI units are offered in various geographic
locations throughout the calendar year. The
"Management Skills" and "Marketing and
Public Relations" units will be offered in conjunction with the 1992 Annual Conferenceon
Friday, June 5 through Sunday, June 7.
Executive Management Course. A new
course designed for experienced information
professionals with advanced learningneeds will
be introduced at this year's Annual Conference.
This two-day program will feature William A.
Sarah, Professor of Accounting at the Community College of Allegheny County.
The program will focus on managerial, accounting, and finance issues.

Employment Clearinghouse and Career
Advisory Service
The SLA Employment Clearinghouse is a
service available to all Conference registrants
and employers. Through this service, job applicants and employersare brought together to
discuss future employment.
If you have any questions about special librarianship and the information management
field in general, or your career in particular, take
advantage of SLA's Career Advisory Service.
Experienced SLA members will serve as counselors to help you find the answers you need.
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SLA Exhibit
The exhibits are a vital and exciting component of the Conference. Nearly 400 exhibit
booths will be set up at the San Francisco
Conference. This is your opportunity to meet
with knowledgeable representatives of leading manufacturers and suppliers specializing
in products and servicesrelating to the field of
library science and information exchange.
At this years' exhibit, you will have the
opportunity to gatherinformation on suchproducts as:
CD-ROM;
information storage and retrieval;
library automation software;
optical publishing;
specialized books, periodicals and directories; and
library furnishings and supplies.
You will also learn about such services as:
alerting and search services;
book jobbers;
consultants;
database search services;
government information services;
indexing and abstracting services; and
subscription agencies.
The exhibits will be housed in the Moscone
Center. Exhibit Hall hours will be:
Sunday, June 7
Monday, June 8
Tuesday, June 9
Wednesday, June 10

12-5 p.m.
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
10 a.m.-2 p.m.

SLA is pleased to announce that the following organizations have purchased exhibit
booths in this year's show:
BNA
Data Trek
Dialog
Disclosure
Dow Jones & Co.
EBSCO

Faxon
Global Scan
IEEE
Information Handling Service
International Library Systems
Maxwell Online
R.R. Bowker
Readmore
The Highsmith Company
For individuals unable to register for the
Conference's program sessions, but interested
in examining the various products and services in the Exhibit Hall, write for a complimentary pass and specify the number of persons attending. Send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to SLA Exhibit, 1700 Eighteenth
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009-2508.
Conference attendees are urged to schedule
ample time to visit the exhibits. This is your
chance to influence new applications on information technology by interactingdirectlywith
the producers and developers.

Conference Field Trips
A special feature of the Annual Conference
is the field trips. More than a dozen field trips
sponsored by SLA and the Divisions will be
conducted for the San Francisco Conference.
Some trips will allow you to visit a place of
special interest to your Division. Others will
allow you to learn about the geographic area
and its history. And some are just for your
pleasure and enjoyment.
A full listing of these events will be detailed
in the Preliminary Conference Program. You
will be able to select from such diversions as:
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Silicon Valley Tour;
Napa Valley Wine Country Tour;
Sacramento and Her Special Libraries;
Historical Walking Tour of San Francisco; and
Sausalito and Muir Woods

Conference Travel Information
Full Conference information--the Prelimibe mailed to

nary Conference Program-will

all SLA members in March 1992. Along with
detailed session information, official housing
and registration forms will be provided. All
Conference attendees are urged to use these
forms. While program planning is in the final
stages of preparation, the followinginformation
concerningtravel, housing,and registration fees
is provided to help you plan your budget now.

Air Travel
United Airlines and Delta Airlines have
been chosen as the official co-carriers for the
83rd Annual Conference.
To make reservations on United Airlines,
call (800)52 1-4041 and ask for Meeting Plus
number 515QJ. United offers 45% off full
coach or first class fares with no advance
bookings required or penalties, or 5% off any
available fare. All rules and restrictions apply.
To make reservations on Delta Airlines, call
(800)24 1-6760 and ask for File J 1072. Delta
offers 45% off the coach fare or 5% off any
available fare. All rules and restrictions apply.
Call Delta for special savings for travel from
Delta's Canadian cities or travel on a Delta
connection carrier.

SLA Conference Hotels/Rates**
Single Double
rate
rate
San Francisco Marriott $140 $160
San Francisco Hilton
$136 $156
St. Francis Hotel
$100 $110
The Raphael Hotel
$87
$100
King George Hotel
$82
$89
Handlery Hotel-Standard $92
$92
-Club
$115 $115

** Remember to use the SLA Housing Form supplied with the Preliminary Program. Reservations will not be honored by hotels without
utilizationof this form. No reservationsmay be
called or faxed into the Housing Bureau.

SLA works hard to help its members get the
best value for their money. Seminars, field
trips, and special events are planned so that
attendees receive the most for each dollar
spent.
A sizeable attendance is expected at this
Conference, and advance registration is
strongly recommended. In addition to avoiding long, time-consuming lines, advance registration can also save you money. Registration fees for this conference are:
*Member, Advance
(by May 1)
*Member, One Day
*Member, On-Site
(after May 1)
Nonmember Advance
(by May 1)
Nonmember, One Day
Nonmember, On-Site
(after May 1)

Student/Retired/
Accompanying Person

*

$135
$100
$175

$220
$125
$260

$75

SLA member rates apply to ASIS, ARLIS/NA,
AALL, and MLA.

On-site registration will take place in the
Moscone Convention Center, beginning at
12:00 noon on Friday, June 5.
If you have any questions regarding the Annual Conference,or if you are a nonmember and
wish to be placed on the mailing list to receive a
preliminary program, please contact Manager,
ConferenceandExhibits,1700EighteenthSlreet,
NW, Washington, DC, 20009-2508.
The Conference Program Committee, the
Conference Planners, the San Francisco Chapter, and the Association staff are all working to
put together a memorable Conference.

.
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Errata:

STATEMENT
of ownership, management, and circulation
(Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685)
1. Title of publicalion: Special Libraries
A. Publication No. ISSN 0038-6723

TheMathSciDisc databasecovers material from January 1981-June 1991, not
January 1990-June 1991as was published
in "Training Endusers on Math Sci Disc,"
in your Fall 1991 issue.

2. Date of filing: September 23,1991.
3. Fnqumcy of uaue: Quutaly
A. No. of i u u a published annually: 4
B.Annual autnaipion pice: $60
4. Loation of known off~ccof publication: Special libraria Association, 1700 Eightknth Suect, NW, Washington, DC 2 m 9 23x3.

5. Loation of hcadquutss of general business offices of the publuhcn: Special Libmria Association, 1700 Eightwnth Street.
N W ,Washington. DC 20009-2508.
6. N ~ n e and
s &sa
of publisher, editor and managing editor:
Publisher David R. Bmder. Special 1,ibruia Association. 1700
Eighteenth SM. NW. Warhington. DC 20009-2508. Editor:

Mui. C. Bury.
a (ifowned by a corporation. its name and address musf bc
stated and d s o Lrmcdidcly thcrcundcr t k names and addrcsscs
of J I m U o l d n s m ' n g a Adding one pcrccnl a more of total
amovnt o f ~ l o c kIf not owned by a c a p a d i o n , the rimes ~d
addrcsscsoftk individudownersmustbegivcn Iftkpublication
ispvbluhcd by a nonprofit organizaIim, its
a d adhcss
mvrr bc stated): Special L i b u i u Association, 1700 Eighteenth

7. h

Suect, NW.Washington, DC 20009-2508.

8. Knownbondholdm,mortg.ga,~1dothasccurityholdem owning
orholdingone perant ormoreof total amountofbonds,mortgages
or otha .cCuritk: none.
9. For completion by non- ofi it organizations authorized to mail at
s p i n 1 nta: The prpore, function, and non- ofi it status of
Special Libnria Association and the exanpt statua for Federal
income tax purporu have not changed during the preceding 12
months.
10. Extent and nature of circulation:
A s d no
Avm-c m.

cqiol~f

copia s r b

Mgle ivuc

iY~dYdql

pmCdmg
llmmhr

pbli.hCd
llCM1W

rn*d,Ie

A. Total no. copies printed
(net p=a nu^)

15.560

15.230

B. Paid circulatim
1. S d u through &alms
and urricn, abcct vcndas
md c o m r ulw
2. M d ~b.cljpti01u

110
15.~0

110
15.100

C. Total paid circulation

15,610

15,250

15,560

15,230

E. Total d i i b u t i m
(rum MCond D )

O. Totd (Sunof E, F I , Md F a o d d
r g d netpress run d o w n in A)

Maria C. Barry
Editor
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"The mzsstnglznk zn our strategy"

"Thls w zt"

"Spent hours looking!'

"How many

"Only one? But this is so complete."

source.^

"We couldn't find zt anywhere"

did you search?"

"Just one, actually."

"Well, you have t o know where t o look:'

When the search is for value,
the answer is in Dialog.
I

For information professionals, the ultimate value is getting the right answersfast and efficiently That's the value Dialog
offers.The world? first and largest electronic library,Dialog helps you fulfill
every search request with com~lete.pre-

And advanced st.a;ch features lead you
directly and logically to the exact inforrnation you needThati why your search
for value begins and ends with Dialog.
To lcarn more about the value of Dialog's
search tools, call us today

Dialon Information Prukssional7i1ols
O~er400databasesonline,someon

~:~~~~~~~~S",",":,"~{
,,,,you
connen time, Free browsing
formats. Online search help. Multi-file
searching. Duplicate detection One-stop

DIALOG INFORMATION SERVICES, INC.
A KNIGHT-RIDDER COMPANY
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Classic
Business
Reference
". . . this handbook is a classic source of
information in business collections. A
review of an earlier edition referred to it
aptly as 'the business world's equivalent
to a World Almanac.' Recommended for
all public and academic libraries, this
book will also find a place in many
homes and offices."
-Booklist

"Four Stars. Virtually every collection
with an interest in investments or the
general state of the economy will have a
standing order to this annual."

"This comprehensive almanac is
remarkable in its coverage. [It] reviews
the significant economic and business
events . . . and supports the
developments with a wealth of statistics:
financial statement ratios by industry,
government tax/spending data, organized
stock markets . . . to mention a few. No
library, investor, or student of business
should be without a copy."

-Library Journal
"Excellent as usual."

-New York Newsday

-Reference and

Research Book News

ISBN: 1-55623-532-1 $49.95

businessone
IRWIN

Q u a l i t y

22A

1818 Ridge Road, Homewood, Illinois 60430
P u b l i s h i n g f o r W o r l d w i d e B u s i n e s s

M a r k e t s
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NOW AVAILABLE\
TO EVERYONE!
The indispensable
source book for
graphite engineering.
Prepared by UCAR Carbon
Company carbon and
graphite materials engineers
for use by design, product
and manufacturing
engineers. The Handbook is
a valuable reference tool for
any researcher. Included are
chapters on:
The Manufacture of Graphite
Graphite Grades and
Nomenclature
Industrial Graphite Applications

Connecticut residents

Graphite Properties
New Materials

And much more. 140+ pages. Fully revised and
updated. To order, call (203) 748-231 7, fax
(203) 794-0506, or write A.D.S.,Attn: Order Dept.,
P.O. Box 91 7, Danbury, CT 06813-0917.
Mastercard, Visa, cashier check or certified check accepted.
(No personal checks or C.0.
D. 's.) Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

CARBON COMPANY INC.
39 Old Ridgebury Road, Danbury, CT 0681 7

ENTRANCE
KNOWLEDGE INFORMATION SERVICES
(Founded in 1971-One Story Bldg. 14,000 q f t . )
I,

RING OUR BOOKSTORE TO YOU"

Professional Vendors-All Books, Periodicals
and Cassettes in print - over 500 clients

-

Fully Computerized KISNET On-Line
Orders and Members of PUBNET

W h e n y o u n e e d statetested l e g i s l a t i o n , t u r n to
the i n n o v a t i v e examples
f o u n d in Su~/qe.stedStcctt.

WATCH THIS SMALL A D GROW INTO A
FULL PAGE AD IN S-L-A PUBLICATIONS

Test Us, Send Orders TOLL FREE
TN: 1-800-4469737; Fax: 1-800-621-5425

L~gislation.
P u b l i s h e d for more than
50 y e a r s , t h e n e w e d i t i o n

KNOWLEDGE INFORMATION SERVICES
3863 S.W. Loop 820, Suite 100
Fort Worth, Texas 76133-2063
Attn: Dr. O.A. Battista (817) 292-4272
President

o f f e r s adaptable d r a f t
legislation a n d information
o n 40 critical issues s u c h a s :
L a n d f i l l and Solid W a s t e

3lanagement
A c c e s s to Health
Insurance

I

: REPORTS :
I

State/Federal K e l a t i o n s
Campaign F i n a n c e and
Ethics
E a r l y C h i l d h o o d Care
P l u s , you'll f i n d an i n d e x
o f l e g i s l a t i o n included i n
t h e past 20 e d i t i o n s .

All f i r just 830!
Order Today
S u g g ~ seci
t Sttcte Lqqiskct ion
192 P a g e s . Order # : C-010-91

I
I

I

1

Call Global
The best source for foreign
annual reports
Phone orders accepted
Over 12,000 companies
Free brochure
Fast, confidential
Global I n f o r m a t i o n Services, I n c .
1605 S o u t h Big B e n d Blvd.
St. L o u i s , MO 63117

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I<cccirt. a 10% discount U'hc'll !Ou
place a standing ordcr. State official5
r c c c i ~ ca 30% discount. (>la.uilnutll
(liscount available - 30%)

\\'rite: O r d e r D e p a r t m e n t
The Council o f State
Governments
Iron Works Pike,
P.O. Box 11910
Lexington, KY 40578-19 10
( : d l : 1-800-800-19 10
Far: 606-231-18.58
[lack cclitions arc available. but supplies
arc liruitcd. ('all (606) 2 9 1 - 1 8 3 9 folIUOI-c
inf,rmatioll
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CD-ROM
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IDEAS THAT BECOME STANDARDS

DRM-600 SIX DlSC
MINICHANGER

$895.@
REMOVABLE SIX DlSC MAGAZINE
HOLDS 6 DISCS - OVER 3 GIGABYTES
DAISY-CHAIN UP TO 7 MINICHANGERS FOR ACCESS
TO MORE THAN 5 MILLION PAGES OF DATA
SECURITY - HARDWARE OR SOITWARE MAGAZINE LOCK

CD-ROM SIX PACK $295.00" ($395 REG)
U.S. HISTORY
COUNTRIES OF WORLD
BIRDS OF AMERICA

SHAKESPEARE
SHERLOCK HOLMES
SOFTWARE POTPOURRI

CD-ROM FOUR PACK $199.00" ($249 REG)
U.S. CIVICS
U.S. STATE FACT BOOK

CIA WORLD FACT BOOK

U.S. PRESIDENTS

*WHEN PURCHASED WITH MINICHANGER

FLEXSYS CORPORATION
8001533-7756; FAX 5081465-6633

& NATIONAL CENTER FOR CHLDREN IN POVERTY
Five Million Children: Astatistical Profileof Our Poorest
Young Citizens. (1990). Text and charts presenting a
comprehensive view of America's five m~llioninfants
and children under six who live in poverty. The
document examines the problems that poor children
face, why the children's farnllie5 are poor, and
implications for policy and program development. 96
pp. $12.95, including p/h.

Urban Poverty Database Inventory. (1991). William H.
Scarbrough, Ph.D. (Ed.).Thisinterdisciplinaryreference,
with annotated descriptions of 160 databases,
summarizes previousand ongomgurban research studies
(and their methodologies) in chlld and adolescent
development, health, education, psychology, and
sociology. Co-sponsored by the Social Science Research
Council. 360 pp. Looseleaf binding. $35.00 p/h.

Alive and Well? A Research and Policy Review of Health
Programs for Poor Young Children, by Lorraine V.
Klerman, Dr. P.H. (1991). A review of health problems
among young children living in poverty; causes of high
rates of low birthweight, injury, illness, and hospitalization; history of US. programs designed to alleviate
child health problemc;anddiscuss~onofpolicyiprogram
approaches. 132 pp. $11.95, including pih.

I I Past Caring: A History of US. Preschool Care and
Education for the Poor, 1820-1965. by Emily D. Cahan,
Ph.D. (1989). A description of the 19th- and 20thcentury infant and child care programs and education
services that evolved in response to changing family
and societal needs. The review contributes a historical
perspective to the planning of current policy initiatives.
60 pp. $7.95, including plh.

To order, rend check or P.O. mode out to Columbia University to address below. No returns. Complete publications list ovoiloble for free.

The National Center for Children in Poverty (NCCP) was established in 1989 a t the School of Public Health, Columbia
University. Its goal is to strengthen programs and policies for young children and their families who live in poverty in
the United States. The Center seeks to achieve this goal through interdisciplinary analysis and dissemination of
information about public and private initiatives in the areas of early childhood care and education, maternal and child
health, and the integration and coordination of services for young children and their families.

@ NCCP 154 Haven Avenue, New York, NY 10032

Tel. No. (212) 927-8793

FAX

(212) 927-9162

MADONNA, AND

Leave no stone unturned!
Search BlOSlS PreviewsS

Their exact words
have been captured
on Burrelle's Broadcast
Database. The only comprehensive online source for news
from television and radio.
Add a sense of urgency to your
research with an exact quote
taken from the broadcast media.
Burrelle's Broadcast Database
consists of all the news and public
affairs information from the ABC,
CBS, and NBC television
networks, and selected
programming from CNBCIFNN
and National Public Radioa.
It includes documentaries,
presidential press conferences,
special reports and more.
Burrelle's Broadcast Database is a
full-text research tool that dates as
far back as November 1989. It
contains information that you
simply won't find in the print
media. And it's available the day
after broadcast... even the late
news programs.
Give us a call today and in no time
vou'll be auotinq newsmakers from

The success of your life science information search depends on the completeness
of the data you uncover. W h e n you
search BlOSIS Previews, you'll leave
no stone unturned!

BlOSlS Previews is the online database providing the most comprehensive
bioscientific information, covering biotechnology, pharmacology, biomedicine,
ecology, agriculture, biophysics and
more! The exhaustive coverage spans
more than 7.8 million items derived
from approximately 9,000 international
life science publications.
Don't miss out on any of the vital life
science information relevant to your research - search BlOSlS Previews. And,
to develop search strategies that yield
comprehensive results, consult the
BlOSiS Previews Search Guide!

Call Today!
1-800-523-4806(USA except PA)
2 15-587-4800 (worldwide)
BIOSIS, Marketing Department
SL192LS, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1399 USA; Telex
831739; Fax 215-587-2016.

What America Sees and Hears

1-800-631-1 160
In NJ, (201)992-6600

Information for Today's Decisions and Discoveries
BlOSlS is s.rrgirurcd trsdcmnrk of Biologic4 Abrtrrrr. Irr

special libraries

Standard & Poor's Register

-No library is complete without it.
Poor's Register is the standard setter of every business reference library. It contains listings on virtually every
publicly-held company in the United States as well as
45,000 private companies - a total of more than 55,000
companies! Vital data on 500,000 executives and over
70,000 key biographies - all cross-indexed and readily
accessible to all users.
Issued annually, with three update supplements and a
free user's guide, Poor's Register gives you, in one handy
service, information repeated piecemeal in 4 or 5 other
business directories. A subscription to Poor's Register
would be a wise decision-especially with today's costconscious budgets.
To find out more about Poor's Register, please call
Roger Walsh at 1-800-221-5277.

STANDARD & POOR'S CORPORATION
25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10004
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1982 AIIM
BOOKSTORE
CATALOG
Features timely books on:
Electronic Imaging
Micrographics
Document Management
Industry Standards
Market Trends
Call or write for your FREE
Catalog today!

IMPORTANT
PART OF YOUR
PHOTOCOPIER
ISN'T
PART OF YOUR
PHOTOCOPIER

Association for Information
and Image Management
1100 Wavne Avenue,
Suite 1100
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone: 301-587-8202
Fax: 301-587-2711

MM

VIDEOLEARNING
RESOURCE
GROUP
Your Central Source For All
Video, CBT and Audio Daining Needs

Presents
Having the machine
does not permit you to photocopy
books, journals and magazines.
The Copyright Clearance Center
DOES.
Contact us to find out
how you too can Copy Right.

The Power of Vision: Joel Barker
Speed I s Life: Tom Peters
Europe 1992: The Next Challenge
Leadership: Harvard Business School
Professor John Kotter
The Business Paradigms: Joel Barker
Getting To Yes: Roger F~sher

And Many More Programs
For

Previews

Rentals Purchases

or
Program Information

COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE
CENTER
27 Congress Street, Salem, MA 01970
Tel. (508) 744-3350 J Fax (5081 741-2318

call
Boston

(800)225-3959 (617)783-3400

Philadelphia

(800) 622-3610

(215)896-6600

Washington, DC
(800)648-4336 (202)333-4414

1 @ 1991 Co~vriehtClearance Center

Representing more t h a n 100 Producers

STILAS

It's Just For
Scientific And Technical Libraries,
And Here Are The Kevs
To Getting It.
u

STILAS is an automation system developedjust for scientihc and technical
libraries. It's the most poweril available, and the
simplest to use. When it's installed. you can begin
using ~teffectively in minutes. Read the following
features to find out why no scientific and technical
library should be without it.
STILAS accommodates MARC and COSATI
formats. It accommodates custom formats.
It gives you interoperability with DROLS TR,
DROLS WU, DROLS SBIN, NASAIRECON,
BRS, DIALOG, OCLC EPIC and other STILAS

sites. It gives you classified accountability.
It gives you full text retrieval capability.
And S T I N F O tracking STU-I11compatibility. Extensive reporting facilities. And
researcher support.
STILAS is fully integrated in a U N I X package
that also gives you authority control, circulation,
acquisitions, serials control and bibliographic
utilities.
The package of features STILAS offers goes on
and on. If any of them push your buttons, push
ours. And let us tell you more about what it can do.

SIRS1

corporatlon

Quretly landrng Lrbrary Automat~on

SIRS1 HEADQUARTERS: 110 Walker Avenue Huntsv~lle,Alabama 35801 (205) 536-5884 Fax (205) 536-8345
GSA Contract: GSOOK91AGS5886
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"

the only system that does
everything I want it to do!"

0 . 0

On-line Public Access
Cataloging
Acquisitions
Serials Management
Circulation
MARC ImportJExport

D

ataLib users continually tell
us how much they like their
integrated library management
system. Complete custornization
and outstanding customer support
have led Fortune 500 companies
and government agencies to
DataLib since 1983.
DataLib's flexibility allows you to
design your database your way . . .
materials you'll want to search,
what they'll look like, and how
you'll find them . . . MARC and
non-MARC records. Why force
your information to fit a vendor's
preconceived format? Only
DataLib does it all the way you
want it.
Call us today to start managing
your information your way.

W Federalservicw CorporsrrOn
11400 Commerce Park Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
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Call us at 800-843-4850
or 703-758-7005
special libraries

mwers to business auestions

.

Hidden Treasures In Databases..
You'll Find A Lot Of Them In dsrtabah
Subscribe Now At 25% O f f
New Subscribers Save $22.25.. Offer Ends 7/31/92

.

DATABASE answers
the three most
important questions
faced by searchers:
1. Knowing what is in
the database and
what is not. Official
documentation often
falls short.

2. Learning the experts'
search strategies
that are unique to
each file.

3. Awareness of the
pitfalls...the
shortcomings.. .
the do's and don'ts of
each database.
To: Online, Inc., 11 Tannery Lane, Weston, CT 06883
YES - Please send my first issue of DATABASE. If I like my first issue, I'll
pay the 250h off price of $66.75 for 5 additional issues (regularly $ 8 9 , ~ ~If)
it doesn't meet my needs, I may keep the first issue free.(Add $35/yr. for international airmail.)
Name
Address
City

State

Order Toll Free: 800124843466 (in C T 227-8466)

Zip

FAX: 203/222-0122 @

